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EDITORIAL

I

I

HONOURING OUR SOUTH
AFRICAN MUSICIANS

SAFES TRUST

Through this hsueot'SAPEM.

we wish to acknowledge, honour and celebrate
the role of all those musicians and other cultural workers that have over the

decades done

so

much to contribute to the

positive image of the African
in the African Diaspora.
do their immense contribution to the struggle for the

continent. We include here all such persons

remembering

as we

liberation of the mother continent and all its children the world

However,

we want to ensure

that there is established

soon a

viable

on culture, sport and music in our sub-region, to provide a life-line for
musicians, cultural workers and sportspersons. For up to now, post-

policy
our

independent Africa has demonstrated

frightening disdain for those of its
contributing to the
economic and cultural development of the society. As Dorothy Masuka
observed at the funeral of Simangaliso T utani: musicians, cultural workers and
sportspersons in Africa arc like door-mats, to be forgotten once they have
become spent forces. Yes, Simangaliso Tutani may have been a little more
citizens that have done

so

much

to

a

entertain while also

fortunate than his counterparts in that at least some of us — perhaps no more
than 100 per.sons — were able to attend his funeral. Others, like Jose Mucavel,
a former combatant and one of the best Mozambican guitarists and composers,

finding it hard to make ends meet in post-independent Mozambique.
Mozambican artist, Fany Mpfumo. died almost a destitute
despite his great contribution in elevating Mozambique's traditional and
popular music. In this regard, there is an endless list of musicians, cultural
workers and sportspersons that have died either destitute or arc living in the
gutter. How to put an end to this disgraceful tradition must become a policy
priority at the national, sub-regional and continental levels. For that matter,
such events as the recent SADC Music Festival are meaningless and wasteful
as long as they do not seek to address this I'undamental policy vacuum, let alone
even try to acknowledge and honour those musicians who might have done
better than SADC itself in defining and projecting the sub-region and Africa.^
are

Another great
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Pretendcroos

aqui reconhecer. honrar e celcbrai' o papel dc todos aqueles

mdsicosetrabalhadoresculturaisqueaolongodcdccadastantocontribufram
para melhorar a imagem do continente africano. Incluiraos também todos
aqueles que se encontram na dkispora africana, Icmbrando a sua imensa
contribuiijäo para a Juta de liberta^ao do continente mäe e de todos os seus
Tilhos

over.

highlight herein the role of the musicians and other
cultural workers of Southern Africa, those who have done no less to publicise
and advance our cause for liberation and development in this sub-region and
yet, more often than not, forgotten in the po.st-struggle pha.se. For how shall we
thank the likes of Miriam Makcba, Dorothy Masuka. Jonas Gwangwa, Hugh
Masekcla, Letta Mbulu and Caiphas Semenya? And how can we forget
Abdullah Ibrahim, Simangaliso Tutani and the Broadway Quartet, Alick
Nkata, Jo.sé Mucavel, Fany Mpfumo, Stella Chiweshe, Thomas Mpfumo,Cde
Chinx and many, many other artists and artistes that have all played their part
in defining and projecting the kind of music that is at once African and
Southern African in its import?
But it is our South African musicians in particular that have, perhaps,
worked harder than most in translating the messages and tribulations of the
Struggle into .song and music. Miriam Makcba sttinds ttill in this regard through
her song and music of Pan Africanism. She was a virtual political exile by the
turn of the 1960s, punished and reviled by the enemies of the African people,
but loved and revered by all those who regard her as a symbol of resistance and
tenacity, the unflinching commitment to freedom, our freedom. Miriam’s
music is immortal; she grows better and better with every subsequent rendition.
We love you, Miriam.
And so it is partly through Miriam Makcba. too, that other South African
exile musicians have made their indelible mark on the history of music and
culture in that great country. We make mention of some of them herein; and our
cover is devoted to one of these greats, Jonas Gwangwa. Through him, we want
and governments — of the sub-region to take note and
our peoples
acknowledge the role that our musicians have played, not only in the struggle
for liberation, but also in the prrxtess of defining our identity as Southern
we want to

Africans. Above all,
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cm

todo

o

mundo.

Contudo, pretendemostamem iJustrar aqui o papel dos musicos éoatios
trabalhadores culturais da Africa austral, aqueles que tanlo fizeram para
propagar e fazcravani^r a causa da nossa libertagaoc de desenvolvimento
dcsta sub-regiäo mas que, mais doque nunca, cah am no csquccimento ap6s
a libertaijSo. Como é que podemos agradecer tais
figuras como Miriam
Makeba, Dorothy Masuka, Jonas Gwangwa, Hugh Masckela, Letta Mbulu

Caiphas Semenya? E como é que podemos esquecer Abdullah Ibrahim,
Simangaliso Tutani e o Broadway Quartet, Alick Nkata, José Mucavel,
Fany Mpfumo, Stella Chiweshe, Thomas Mapfumo, Cdc Chinx c muitos
outros artistas que desempenharum o seu papel na definiqSo e
ptxrjeccao do
tipo de musica que é ao mesmo tempo africana e da Africa austral na sua
configuracäo. Mas säo, talvez, os musicos sul africanos cm particular, que
e

no

meio das tuibu lencias da luta mais irabalharam na

da luta

em

traduqäo de messagens

musica, Miriam Makeba sobressai-se através da

sua

miisicaem

prol do pan-africanismo. Exilada politica no principio dos anos Sessenta,
punida e odciada pclos inimigos dos povos africanos, mas amada e
enaltecida por todos aqueles que olham-na como stmbolo de reststencia e
tenacidade, da dedicaijao ä causa da liberdade. A musica da Miriam é
imortal.
E é também grayas
no

exi'lio fizeram

ä Miriam Makeba

a sua

marcha hetoiea

que outtos miisicos sul africanos
historia da musica e da cultura

na

naquele grande pais. A

nossa capa é dedicada a um destes monStroS da
musica sul africana, Jonas Gwangwa. Através dele, queremos que os nossos
povos —- e governos — tomem nota e rcconheqam o papel que os nossos
musicos tern desempenhado nao .sö na luta pela libertaqao, mas também no

processo de definiijäo da nossa identidade como cidadaos da Africa austral.
Acima dc tudo, queremos assegurar que cedo se crie uma polftica cultural,
de musica

de

dcsporio que apoie os esforfos dos nossos mdsicos,
e desportistas, Pois ate aqui, a Africa
p6sindependencia tern demonstrado um desdém assustador aestacategoriade
cidadaos que tanto fizeram para entreter enquanto tambem indoeonu-ibuindo
para o desenvolvimento economico e cultural da soeiedadc, Tal como
Dorothy Masuka observou no funeral de Simangaliso Tutani, musicos,
trabalhadores culturais e desportistas em Africa säo como tapetes, que säo
esquecidos logo quese transformcm em forqas gastas. Simangaliso Tutani
pode ter sido mais afortunado do que os seus contemporäneos pclo facto de
que alguns de nös — talvez näo mais do que 100 pessoas — pudemos
assistirao seu funeral. Outros, tais comoJoséMucavci, um antigocombatente
e

trabalhadores culturais

dos melbores

guitarristas e compositores moifambicanos, enfrentara
no desenvolvimento das suas carreiras, Outfo grande
mdsico moqambicano, Fany Mpfumo. moireu quase um desgrajado apesar
da sua grande contribui^ao na elevaqao da musica tradicional é popular
moqambicana. A lista é interrainävel dc musicos, trabalhadores culturais e
desportistas que ou morreram desgra^ados ou vivem na miséria. Como por
lim a csta desprestigiante tradigao deve ser uma politica prioritäria ao nfvel
nacional, sub-regional e continental. Para tal, tais aeon tec imentos comoo
recente Festival dc Musica da SADC säo de pouco significado e gastos
supérlluos de recursos enquanto nao procurarem resolver este vacuum
politico, para näo talar de mesmo tentar reconhecer e honrar aqueles
musicos que muito mais poderäo ter feito do que a propria SADC na
defini^ao e projecyäo da imagem da sub-regiao e do continente africano.Q
e um

imensas diEculdades

3

LETTERS
certain patriarchal values?
In her article, McFadden writes:

OLLEY

views I have expressed are

MARUMA VS.
PATRICIA

personalise what you are reading? And

WHAT WAS THE

POINT?
I have followed fhe debate (SAPEM

7), written
respectively by Patricia McFadden,
Ama Biney and Olley Maruma on" Black
Vol. 8, No 3/4, No 6 and No

Men, White Women: The Politics of Race

Privilege", quife closely. If is a

subject that seems to touch many
people with very different backgrounds.
What I particularly like about
McFadden'sarticlesisthe way she starts
off wifh 'personal experience' — with
which many people can identify and
therefore capture your attention —
which she then easily brings to a
scholarly level of discussion in which
she analyses the general processes that
take place in society and the
mechanisms which determine these

processes.

Relationships between people are the
result

of

a

socialisation

influenced by

process

certain rules, values,

responded incapable of reasoning
abstractly when they put their thoughts
on
paper about the articles of
McFadden? Why do they feel the need
to personalise and to write so
destructively? For example, Maruma
accuses McFadden of being “a bitter
and frusfrafed cynic' or
a woman
who is over-needy, bitter, dogmatic and
demagogic..
.

Still several

men

find the time and

priority to reflect on her writing and say
'no

holds

barred'.

shows that

It

patriarchal attitudes and mechanisms
are still very much alive and kicking. A
woman who dares to go further than
what is supposed to be allowed in society
and further than what males can allow
needs to be punished and if possible
stopped, because she is a major threat.

Gill Boeckmans
Harare
Zimbabwe

The basic message in McFadden's
was summarised in the following

scold McFadden and to reinforce

Square Yalemana's cover article,
"Zambia

needs

a

Reinsurance

Company' {SAPEM. Vol 8. No 12.
September, 1995) was incorrect in its
mention of our company.

Madison Insurance Company Zambia
Limited did not close its doors in

1995.

May

Meridien BIAO Bank Zambia

Limited closed on 19 May 1995, but they
not the mother company.

were

Our company was a subsidiary of
and General Insurance

Madison

of Meridien Infernafional Bank Limited,

White women

—

will have become

vulnerable to all sorts of

interpretations

what feminism is about —

political framework, using
the concept of patriarchy as a central
heuristic tool of analysis.
However, in Olley Maruma' s response
to Patricia McFadden {SAPEM, Vol. 8,
No.7)on 'Blackmenandwhitewomen',
although he tries to attack her article,
none of her arguments are really
disputed by him. On the contrary,
Maruma agrees on most points she
raised. So what is the final purpose of
Maruma being published, if it is only to

INSURANCE

paragraph; "I know fhaf I have gone
feminist colleagues
have gone to that
place where my person and some of my
relationships with people, especially with

where many of my
would not go — I

She contextualises the issues and
them into a

MADISON

Company Limifed which was a subsidiary

and reactions. But that is fine, fhaf is

puts

THE FACTS ABOUT

article

tradition, culture etc in those societies.

being able to

go where it hurts, where one is vulnerable
and maybe even isolated — if fhaf is

what it takes to make my voice, and the
voices of ofher Black women heard."

Indeed, this is what 'real friendship' or
relationship is all about. Give and take,
share on an equal basis in times of pain
and sorrow and in times of celebration.

McFadden's article is a milestone
towards more equal relationships
between Black and White women and
men

who

might become real sisters and

brothers in

a

far future. She made the first

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed to: THE EDITOR, P.O. Box
Letters must include the writer's full name

4

intellectual

what is it that makes the men who

MCFADDEN:

and

not about

any particular person or couple". So why
is it not possible to read and de-

McFadden

definitely is an
challenge to each and
everyone. Black and White, male and
female, working class and bourgeoisie.
move.

“The

Nassau, Bahamas. Prior to the liquidatton,
of the latter, a

management buy-out
agreed, when KPMG were
appointed liquidators, an approach was
made and it was agreed that
management would continue to
manage the company and arrange for
had been

a

bid to be made.
It was decided that additional support

should be obtained and eventually a
consortium was formed

comprising of

Trans-Zambezi Indusfries, Coral Re, a

subsidiary of Hollandia Re, RSA and

Management whose bid was accepted
ownership was transferred on

and

November 14, 1995.

This wa^ fhe posifion at

January 1,

1995, and is the same as at today.
W. B.

Fyfe
Manager

General

Madison Insurance

Company Zambia Limited

MP 111, Mount Pleasant, HARARE. Zimbabvye

and address and may be edited for purposes of clarity or space.
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GWANGWA: THE TROMBONE
THAT LIBERATES
Interview by Ibbo Mandaza

T

here is something enigmatic about
the South African music scene,
with

of Africa’s

some

best

music talents to be found in that country.
But South African music is not just about

entertainment, pleasure and dancing. For
many years, during the dark side of the
country’s history, many were the South

African musicians and artists who
transformed their talents into weapons in
the struggle against apartheid. One of
those is Jonas

Gwangwa, who Joins that
long list of world famous musicians such
Miriam Makeba, Abdullah Ibrahim,

as

Caiphas Semenya, Letta Mbulu, Hugh
Masekela, and others. However, as it
happens with many other revolutions,
after victory has been achieved, there are
those who stand and watch. Now aged 58,
Jonas Gwangwa, a Jazz trombonist who
spent thirty years in exile, has more to say.
He speaks to SAPEM’s Editor-In-Chief,
Ibbo Mandaza:

MANDAZA: When and

why did

you

leave South Africa?

Gwangwa: I left on February 8,1961, first
to
a
a

the West End in London, where I was in

show for about six months before

winning
scholarship to go and study at the Manhattan

School of Music in New York.
How

did

you

qualify

for that

scholarship?
1

was

—

and still I

am

—

the best trombone

player in the country.
What had you done before leading
the King Kong orchestra?
I had

won

all the awards

on

the trombone

here at home, and that is how I got
orchestra of King Kong.
How did you

become

a

on

into the

Mister in the

trombone?
Sapem December/January, 1995/96

It is a sophistication that runs in the
family. I come from a musical family; my
sister was a gospel pianist, studying piano
at the age of 12, in Orlando East. Although
our parents were not professionals,
they
used to sing and we loved music, so we
knew about instruments. Actually, I wanted
to play a clarinet, but I indicated to Father
Trevor Huddlestone that I still wanted the

trombone. So when the trombone came, I
learned how to play it, and I did not think it
was a

much

any one

So, it

more

difficult instrument than

of the others.
was

Father Huddlestone who

brought you into music?
Not really into music, but into instruments.
So

we

started the Huddlestone Jazz Band.

We were the first and only

Black high school
5

r
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Moeketsi; he

was

the father of jazz

musicians at the time. We had

a

group

which

comprised of Kippie Moeketsi,
Ibrahim (Dollar Brand), Makhaya Ntshoko,
Hugh Masekela, and John Ntlatse; it was
the best

Jazz group in the country, and we
supposed to go to Switzerland, but that
fell through after Sharpeville. So that was
one of the highlights, but playing in the
King Kong orchestra kind of heightened
were

my career.
How was Black music received in South
Africa before 1961?

Although wc did not have much of a
nightclub life, wc played for our people in
the dance halls and in the comm unity centres.
Wc had what

used

we

to

call “concert and

dance”

throughout the country, in the
townships; wc were barred from playing in
the cities. Then

we

used

to

sneak around

and have

litticjam sessions. A lot of White
musicians wanted to play with us, and that
was about all we could really get into. We
just had jam sessions now and again in
places like the Bantiiman Social Centre,
until

we

had the OK hou.se which is next to

the BMSC. But

I moved

band in South Africa.

Who

were

the other band

players?

on.

From 1954 to about 1955 I

had transferred to another school, but it was

day school. So I met with some professional

Hugh (Masekela), Simson Mvelelo,
Stompie Manana, and a few others.
Was Caiphas (Semenya) also in the

a

band?

Davashi. They actually heard us young guys

musicians at the Bantuman Social Center.

There, I met people

like GP and Makay

only after I had taken over the

play, when they were doing the Father

leadership of the band, because they were
falling by the wayside, that I decided to take
the saxophone and give it to Caiphas to
learn how to play it. But he did not play
enough to be on the band.
So, was the Father Huddlestone Jazz
Band your first encounter with
professional music?

Huddlestone farewell shows, after he was

No! It

It

was

was

in 1954, but the Huddlestone

kind of folded

soon

band

after that, because we

Secondary School, which
regarded by the apartheid regime then
as a Black spot. When St. Peter’s was built,
there was nothing around it, and when
subsequently a White suburb grew around
it, the school was declared a Black spot,
were

at

St. Peter’s

was

which meant that
So it folded up
6

we

had to leave.

and then you moved on?

kicked out of the country in 1955. So they
were taken aback by our performance.
Who would you consider to be the
greatest influence in your formative years
as a

musician?

I could not say

had

people who

were

What

the influence of Black

was

American music

people like yourself.’
whole lot of (Black
American) records, the Charlie Parkers, of
course, which is something 1 picked up
when I was at St. Peter’s, listening to Bee
Bop for the first time because 1 had been
on

Wc listened to

listening to

a

a

whole lot of Sw/zig, through

Radio Fusion in Orlando East, which

was

speaker. One rented the speaker, and
it was the only station you had; it had a bank
to build on which was kind of cutting us out

just

a

of the mainstream of American music. But

there

was one

particular

who influenced me. Trombone
players are very scarce the world over, and
person

in South Africa. So, when I

played
and the guys noticed that there was potential
here, everybody encouraged me to continue
playing the trombone.
What highlighted your career before
your departure in 1961?
To be playing with Kippie Moeketsi and
Dollar Brand. These people were top
musicians at the time, especially Kippie
more so

we

trying to always encourage visiting artists
like Bad Cheng, and Bob Cooper, to have
shows for Black people.

there
were

was some

of it

played by people who

hooked to this kind of music. For

example, people like Gideon Nkumalo, who
was one of the great piano players and DJ.
But later on fusion was adverse to the
government because it increasingly exposed
us to our own culture; and even publicised
got a chance of listening to
could not have afforded all those
records at the time, the 1970s. because

us.

Also,

music;
some

we

we

of

us were

very young.

Sapem Decembf.r/January. 1995/96
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What was the relationship

in those days
politics?
There has always been revolutionary
songs. Since our people started lighting for
liberation, they had songs and we grew up
with some of those songs, which were not
probably as revolutionary as the songs that
they sang in the 1970s and in the 1980s. But
these were songs of unity that brought people
together. At that time we were just trying to
get people to unite.
When you left home in 1961, did you
intend coming back?
I intended coming back, but not hurriedly.
1 was going to be getting a chance of going
between music and

to

school somehow.

So you planned
of the King Kong

studies included the

United States.

trombone, orchestration,

Actually, it

was

arranged

I

a

lot of shows, and

some of us did not get
paid. Whenever we
complained they said, “no we are putting
some money outside for
you, so that one
day you can go and study”. So when we
were going to London I said,
“hey, that
money”!
Who were you talking to?
I was talking to Ian Barnard. He is one of
the guys who had founded the African Music

Sapem December/January, 1995/96

was

there from 1961

to

1964, and my

theory of music, the
etc.

that I go with the group because the people
in London, the producers, did not really
need the musicians; they said the music was

encountered in the U.S.?

written, but we were put in: Kippie Mocketsi,
SaufKIaaste, Davashi, Makhaya Ntshoko,

What did you gain
School of Music?

and

Thediseipline, mostly musieand format.
exposed to other aspects that went
with playing: presentation, how to
carry
yourself as a musician, theory, and building
codes. However, because my
scholarship
was a short one, 1 could not
get everything
1 really wanted.

myself. They said, "Ok, we have to
keep these people for the llavour”, which
was

of

true, because our music is

course

entirely different; even if you read it, it will
like it should. So

not come out

there to
to

guide. So, 1 got

a

we

were

chance of getting

London and after five months

on

the

Did you

1

Yes! I

orchestra. It

musical, 1

was on

the

just five musicians; Saul
Klaaste, who was the pianist, Davashi, who
was

became the conductor of the orchestra,

Makhaya Ntshoko, who was a dramatist,
Gugwi Nkhlwebi, saxophone, and Kippie
Moeketsi.
For

how

from the Manhattan

involved in

any

professional

was

still in school when 1 did the

Grammy award winning album — An
Evening With Belafonte and Miriam Makeha
—

in I96.S. 1

arranged and conducted it.

Were there other South Africans at the

Manhattan School of Music?
I found

Hugh Masekela there, he hud
a year bcl'ore me. We
stayed
together. He did not stay around to
graduating there; Hugh left after his first
record. That is what happens in the Arts!
been there

long

study?

you at the
Music, and what

were

Manhattan School of
did you

something universal.

music at that time?

King Kong?
was a

you

was

Were you

Who were the other main artists on the
Because this

feel too alien to the jazz

No. Ja//. is

King Kong, I left for the United States.

going to school as part
departure?

Yes! We used to do

and Drama Association (AMDA). So
AMDA paid my first fees when I got to the

7
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Likewise, Miles Davis went to the Julia
School of Music
Who

are

would

the key

African-American or

when

American musicians that
a

influenced

you

lot?

picked quite a lot from J. J. Johnson,
although 1 did not want to set my style
behind his. 1 developed a new style quickly
I

different
I tried to emulate Cannon Ball

listened

1

because

instruments.

more

to

Adderley on the trombone, and then 1
different sound and then 1 developed

got a
that.
Do you think you have been able to
blend conventional Northern hemispbere

drinking and having jokes, they
always ask, “how can you laugh
your country is going through this

Africans

day and said, “ah no!”

one

kind of problems?” So, we met a whole lot
of people like that, people who were actually
aware

South

happening, not only in
Africa, hut also in the rest of the

of what

was

continent.
was

the turning

renow'ned piece,

tracks in Flowers of the Nation have
in them. Although 1 write in various
dialects, 1 can get deep down into just pure

politics play

came to us

a

music in the 1960s?
That is when 1 began to look at South
Africa from a bird’s eye point of view.
When you arc living in your own country,
you take things for granted, even the wrong
ones. But when 1 got to the US, I met a lot of
African-Americans such as Malcom X,

Belafonte, Osi Davis, and a number of Black

revolutionaries

in

right. You know the struggle in
America has never stopped.
Would you agree that African, and
South African musicians in particular,
became politicised by the African

their

own

American Civil

Rights Movement?

May be so. When we left some people
were

politically

aware.

They were always

going to Communist Party meetings and
discussing politics in \hcshebeens. I used to
hang out with older guys; they used to like
me because 1 was a trombone player, and
they were protecting this instrument so that
1 could not change into another instrument.
They were all activists, and I picked up quite
a

bit from them.

being a South African
demand something out of people like
Did the label of

yourself?
Yes, because when radical
to

8

your

people came
house and found a group of South

during

one

said, “Listen here

role

who

.

.

.

of our rehearsals and
you boys, we work

with Father Huddlestone, and we are

in your

were

was

I remember there was some old man

Mbaqanga.

who

become closely associated

job we did as the Huddicstone
raisi ng funds for the Congress
of the People in 1955 when they were writing
The Charter, in Cape Town. We slowly
began to realise what was going on in our
country and so became gradually involved.

my .style

Muslims

night and day. So, that interaction with

The first

all my

To what extent did

PAC,

Zapu, Zanu, Frelimo, Swapo; mostly
students. We would be discussing politics

Jazz Band

Shebeen, represent that in any way?
Shebeen, Flowers of the Nation. In lact,

South African

meeting place: 310 West 87 in New

York, where you would find ANC,

When did you
with the ANC?

Very successfully so.
does your

countries were discussing politics. My house

various students raised my awareness.

music with African music?

And

one’s eyes even more, especially as more
and more people from various African
was a

point in your
music career vis-a-vis politics?
It started off in England, when 1 started
meeting some people who had left the
What

reading these political poems and similar
literature, and more so when I was abroad.
1 was reacting to wbat disturbed me, like tbe
Civil Rights Movement out there; it opened

from

the African National

Congress and there is
a show on a such and such a day, and
transportation will pick you up and the
show starts

at

such and such

a

time, and it

country for political reasons. But we also
met other people that had left South Africa,

is at the Orlando Communal Hall,” and that

in
conflict with them because they were trying

raising funds. We were involved with many

like

to

a

Moral Rearmament, and we were

us in their own fashion, and
started to revolt against this, that is

politici.se

when

we

was

it. Then

we were

there in the show,

other shows like that. So that was the first
encounter.

When did you

consider yourself an

when

exile?

White

1 used to try to correct guys when they
said they were in exile. I said, “you are using

people began to talk boldly against
people. Then when you got to
America and found that they were even
more outspoken, it raised your militancy.
But not all musicians responded the
way you did, some remained without

political direction?
Yes I know. Your involvement

depends

on your reasons

also

for leaving the

looking for in life,
what you want to achieve. I never saw
myself as a star. It never entered my mind.
Even when I was playing in South Africa,
first and foremost, I was playing music;
playing the trombone as a hobby. Then the
next thing I read in the papers that I was a
professional, and I did not really know what
that meant, until I went to professionals and
they put mein. And then I was good, began

country, what you are

word. Exile! Exile! What do
mean? Use another word!” Of course,
they were in exile, but I did not know the
experience. I did not know what it was to be
in exile, because 1 did not consider myself in
exile. I was only in exile after I escaped
too

strong a

you

from Botswana, when I was

running away

1985 bombing.
I said, “Oh! This is what those guys

from tbe Boers, after the
Then
were

talking about”, because I was forced to

leave.

When did you start

working with the

movement?
I had been

an

ANC member for

a

long

time, but I had not really been very active
until I was called in 1980, to come and help
Sapem December/January,
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group of kids in Angola, who had come
from the students uprising in 1976. When I

hostilities between South Africans and

continued with

Tswanas. Botswana

because

got to Angola, I discovered that there was

not

a

lot of talent. So 1

build

a

kept

on

a

saying, “I got to

show”, because I had this idea for a

long

a time.
Is that when (niusical)A/nanrf/a began?

Amandla existed from about 1978, when
I

they went to the Liberty International Youth
and Students Festival in Havana. But I had
been

working since 1977, when we went to
FESTAC and different ANC eontingents
came from various parts of the world, who
included musicians, poets and dancers. We
all went there under the ANC Hag and I
real ised that there was going to be a problem
if we tried to get everybody to perform and
the

time have

was so

calm; there

was

much crime, you

still could leave your
jacket in an unlocked car. But people coming
from Johannesburg were not really accepted.
And

we,

had

too,

our

different

idiosyncrasies. What happened is that we
had to bridge that gap, and to do so, the
easiest and fastest way was through culture.
When I arrived there I started teaching
Botswana musicians

some

formulating a band. But they
reluctant, I did

not

music and

were a

kind of

understand what

went

through them. For example, I had got

a

with

were

having nothing

to do would come and
speakers and equipment, and people
would think that they were working with us,
when in actual fact they were guerrillas.
Where did you go to after the attempt
on your life in 1985?
seen

collect

I went to Selibi Pikwc in North East

Botswana, but I
was

transferred

Sigweni. It

intend

to

leave, but it

Freedom!

format

the

was

one

Did you

Botswana on

a

1

back. I

not to

go

tired of the

US; for all the 15
years I could not mo vc out of the US because
I had no papers. Besides that, my mother
was here (in South Africa) and she was
by
was

herself; my father had passed away. So that
is

why 1 stayed in Botswana initially.
point;

Botswana became the focal

a
rendezvous for South African musicians

from about 1977. Was it not?

Yes, it became a very nice place. Actually,
when the attack
had become

came

in 1985, Botswana

virtual home for many

of us.
always had a suspicion that Botswana
had become such an important haven for
exiles, refugees, and so on, that it became
necessary for the regime in South Africa
to break that. Would you agree?
Yes, I think there was that suspicion on
the part of the Boers. Botswana was an
interesting place. There were some
a

I
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were

was

score

for

Cry

George Fenton.

characterised by

consistent. For others, it

communication

on

was not

was

enough

the ban and what

was

required of cultural workers. Sometimes
you would find yourself still boycotting,
even though others in
political positions
had agreed that the show should go on.

base

visit. Of course,

during this time

was

selective; and also, there

in Botswana.

came to

in

the
boycott which some of you
observed consistently. What is your view
of those persons who broke the
boycott?

(BCM). I came wi th Lctta Mbul u

when 1 left the US I had intended

was

cultural

Caiphas (Semenya). They were on this
national tour. This was just before the
Soweto uprising which began while I was

1

when I

in exile.

do the entire

The 1980s

and

Were you using Botswana as your
for most of the 1970s?

was

1 collaborated with

that I used in Amandla.

When did you come back to Africa?
It was in 1976. We actually came on the
invite of the Black Consciousness
Movement

was

inviting me to participate in the making of
Cry Freedom. This was in 1987. 1 did not

representation. So I suggested to Thabo
Mbeki, that we have one show. He agreed,
and so I started putting this thing on. The

an

to

a

Pikwe that 1 got a phone call from London,

that I felt I

same

very uncomfortable
Boer town. My wife

was

because that

effeetive ANC

at

our music as a cover
up,
of the guys we were working
MK guerrillas. Those who were

some

of musicians together and started
teaching them about music in my house.
But they found a storage place instead.
They left their instruments there and I never
saw them again.
They came back only to
take their instruments and when they had to
bring them back. That is what was
happening, until we finally got around to
having bands, and Hugh (Masekela) also
group

arrived and

we

had

a

band. That is when

we

had that Culture and Resistance Against
Apartheid show which you attended. That
was a political move. It was around that,
that

we

established the Blue Notes,

on

the

outskirts of Gaborone, a rendezvous for
musicians and

political activists alike.

Did the influx of South Africans into
Botswana continue?
There were a lot of refugees; they kept on
coming. As a result, the ANC became
stronger and this increased our number of
operations inside the country. We also

Remember the Paul Simon Graceland show.

Simon

came

to

London. 1 remember

we

doing Cry Freedom, and I said I am
not going to that show. We launched the
“Artists Against Apartheid” in 1987. Simon
were

said, “Oliver Tambo is going to agree, the
UN has already agreed”, etc, etc. It was all
lies, he was playing the old games of politics.
What

actually advertised Simon was the
everybody objected at the United
Nations. So people at the UN were
talking
about Paul Simon, making it a big deal; that
was the biggest advertisement he ever
got.
He was even going further to
say Oliver
Tambo was going to allow him to perform
in South Africa. Fortunately, the seasoned
politician Tamho just kept quiet.
Unfortunately, there were people who were
taking advantage and even making
themselves spokespersons of the Paul Simon
lobby.
fact that

Is it true that the Graceland tour

was a

9
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cause

for conflict amongst

It did. The dissemination of

fast

as

information

it should have been for

people to understand what was happening,
Paul Simon was performing.

even as

Has the conflict been healed?
It has
came
so

passed! And, when Paul Simon

in 1991, he was

received

so

well; it is

amazing and hard to understand.
What was the relationship between

musicians who

were

in exile and those at

Somehow people still

talk about musicians

from exile. That creates boundaries

and

discrimination, which is really unhealthy.
The return of the exile musicians has created
some

It has created some

quarters.

insecurity. So our return has been no big
fanfare.
When did you come

back and under

what circumstances?
I

was

invited.

I

also

came

for

reconnaissance because what was in the
media

was

with

a

all about violence. But when I

saw little kids playing soccer
little tennis ball at 10.00 pm, in such

got here

and

as Hillbrow, I was just impressed. I
back and said to everybody “we must

places
went

go back”.
What has

changed since you came

hack?

people have gone through a war and the

still there. There have
been buildings, highways, but there are also

ravages

of

shacks that

war are
were

not there.

South Africa that I was

The kind of

talking about to

people in the US, when they come here, they
will say I was a damn liar, because I was
talking of the other Johannesburg which
was so White and clean. Now you hardly see
White

10

expectations

on your

people in the city centre.

hurry it. We are still marginalised largely. 1
am simply saying that we are not aware of

developments. People should say
something or call us as musicians and ask
what our expectations are. Perhaps, there

really that much known any
longer because the work I had done even
with Harry Belafonte and Makeba, which

any new

various awards, including a Grammy,
were revolutionary songs and they were

are

I

was not

got

consultations with certain musicians.

banned. And I think it

musician of the ANC —
organiser of the Amandla show — and

was

should be able to communicate with the

I

was something that
really not announced, but I was banned.
remember meeting one guy in London

who wanted to write

an

article about

The Sowetan. He did, but when I

me

in

received

somebody’s picture with
the caption, “Jonas Gwangwa in the 1950s”.
I have been trying to find out what happened
to my pictures. I remember the first time I
came out in the paper and was called
Gwangwa Jonas. No one seems to have my
pictures, just like they do not have Zack’s
and Nkosi’s pictures. I think it has to do with
the fact that I was involved in politics.
But did it not shock you that you did
not receive the kind of warm reception
that you receive in other parts of Africa,
particularly Zambia, Tanzania,
Zimbabwe and Botswana?

Only after I saw what they did for Paul
“why could they not do the
same for all of us?” It is devastating.
Simon I said,
We

are

informed that

none

of you

returning exiles would be able to survive
economically were it not for the regular
return to overseas

Everything! Everything physically —
there were no highways when I left. The
changes are psychological, sociological and
economic. It is a new country. I just said to
myself, “Take everything and learn”. That
way I will not have any problems. If I say “I
know South Africa very well”, I am going to
have problems. It has changed. I left in 1961
and came back in 1991. A lot has happened.
The

your

the article, it had

home, before 1990?

fear in

were

return?

musicians themselves?

was not as

What

South African

tours?

Yes.
What about Letta’s song.

Not Yet

Uhuru? To what extent does it also reflect
the

plight of such returning exile

yourself and Letta herself?
by the (mild) reception;
but what needs to be emphasised is the
(warm) reception that Paul Simon got.
musicians
We

were

as

all hurt

What is the current national music

policy?
I do not think there is any policy. It is still
being created. You get to a point where you
really have to be patient. I do not wish to
complain at this stage. It seems like if you
complain you get sidelined.
What about coverage in the media?
We are going to have (political) babalaz
(hangover) for a long time. It hits everybody.

We will resolve it, but I would not

like to

But you are a

on behalf of the musicians?
feeling that my movement will
do something. I do not want to rush things.
At the moment, I am engaging myself and
trying to settle in the country. 1 would like
to think that they are thinking about it. I

leadership
I have

a

depend on that and stop
my life and say, “because I did this, this
should happen”, because there are those would

not

like to

what the Russians call Bihoda or foot

running next to the
tank, and that is our role in the revolution. I
soldiers

-

who will be

used to call it the Zimbabwean

experience.
telling

I used to talk about it in Amandla,

people to learn the instruments, because we
are going to end up with the Zimbabwean
experience. When people are out there, they
do not need sharp shooters — good soldiers.
It is peace time, we need something else and
of course not everybody is going to be a
leader. So, go on with your lives, teach
yourselves something else beyond the gun.
Are you surviving?
Yes. I am the only one that has stayed
longer in the country. I make myself busy
and my family is settled. It is hard for those
of us who are over 50 to look for jobs.
Is there anything that can be done not
only with respect to returning musicians,
but for every exile coming back? Have
you organised yourselves to influence
policy?
We shared our experiences, doing
workshops with young people in schools of
music. I am working with miners, organising
a compassionate fund for miners.
What about

amongst yourselves?

waiting for the White Paper on
music and culture. There are some people
also directly involved in this process. As far
as I am aware, they have consulted neither
We

are

myself, Hugh, Miriam, Caiphas nor any
other key musician.□
Sapem December/January, 1995/96
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ABDULLAH IBRAHIM: A BROTHER
WITH PERFECT TIMING
Fernando

GoNgALVES

ROM the

F

indigent underworld of
Cape Town, South
Africa, he rose to world fame,
District Six in

becoming

one

acclaimed jazz

of the world’s most
pianists, composers and

arrangers.

Born

Adolph Johannes Brand in Cape
boy insisted on
learning how to play the piano, although at

Town in 1934, the young
that time the instrument

exclusive preserve
of society.

was seen as

the

of the female members

“My mother and grand-mother were both
pianists in the church,” he says, and “I
fought physically to play the piano”.
In 1968, Adolph converted into Islam,
changing his name to Abdullah Ibrahim,
“one of the most valuable composer-leaders

in contemporary jazz,” wrote
Times.

the New York

course Abdullah Ibrahim belongs to
generation of South African musicians
who, unconformed with the prevailing
conditions in theircountry underthe inhuman
system of apartheid, seek to find realisation
in foreign lands, too faraway from their own

Of

that

country.

those who were
going into exile as
a way of defying the system, some did it
simply for psofessional reasons (See
interview with Jonas Gwangwa), since the
apartheid system did not allow non Whites
to develop professional careers that would
lead to prominence.
The life story of Abdullah Ibrahim
(otherwise known as Dollar Brand) is told in
Although there

were

conscious that they were

a

90-minute feature music film, A Brother

WithPerfeetTiming, produced forthcBritish
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) by Chris
Austin,

a

White South African, who himself

had been banned
Austin’s

recent

by the apartheid regime.
credits include two other

critically acclaimed feature-length music
films. One, Not A

Bad Girl, is about

Sapf.m December/January,
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one

of

Abdullah Ibrahim in 1973: Picture from
South Africa’s young female musicians,
Brenda Fassie, whose only rival in

capturing the

newspaper headlines over
controversial stories in South Africa is
none

other than Winnie Mandela. The

other film.

Destiny Of A Noble Outcast, is

about Salif Keita, the Malian whose blend
of traditional

Mandingo music and modern

Western rock-and-roll bas
as one

come

projected him
have

of the world’s top musicians to
out of Africa.

when his music

—

now

almost

1962, and in 1963 met with

a

one

of the

greatest American jazz musicians, Duke

Ellington in Zurich, who later assisted
in recording some of his
compositions in Paris.
In 1965, Abdul lah, agai n under the auspices
of Ellington, moved to the United States,
before settling in New York City, in 1967. It
is partly here, where A Brother With Perfect
Abdullah

Timing

was

shot.

With Perfect Timing,
explains the meaning of one of his
well known compositions, Manenherg.
Mancnbcrg is a township in Cape Town,
where many people went to live when the
Group Areas Act forcibly removed them
In A

Although not a biography, A Brother
With Perfect Timing
takes us into
understanding Abdullah’s life from his
early days in the cosmopolitan Cape Town,
to

the album Good News From Africa

Brother

Abdullah

household asset in many parts of the world
became a source of inspiration for many

from District Six.

of those in exile, in their

culture,” says Abdullah. “So the sound of

—

struggle against
the
unjust and exploitative system of
apartheid.
Abdullah left South Africa for Europe in

“District Six

was

home for

a

whole

the song serves like a link between the people
who leave or are forced into exile, and those
within the country,

and hopefully Inchallah
I i
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(if God
this song

so

will

wishes) after the revolution

rallying point”.

serve as a

Abdullah, “one of the best loved jazz

pianists in the world today,” as the London
Guardian once described him, says that he
composed the song in an attempt to capture
the people’s mood of revolt at the time they
forced

were

to

move

from District Six.

Subsequent events proved him right. A few
months after the album

was

released, the

June 1976 Soweto

uprisings broke out.
Tuang Guru is another of Abdullah

Ibrahim’s recent creations.
affectionate

name

Abdus-Salaam,
teacher exiled to

resistance

to

26, 1658,

ancient times, Islam and Arabic were not

Sweet Samba.

allowed in the

Cape. In order to circumvent
shortcoming, Tuang Guru translated
the Koran using the Dutch alphabet; it was
birth of Afrikanns, a blend of the Dutch
language and Arabic.
this

Water From An Ancient Well, is the tittle

It is the

of Iman Abdullah Qadi

Indonesian Moslem
South Africa by the Dutch
an

East Indies Company

“Tuang Guru’s teachings have become like
the main force in the Moslem community
(in Cape Town).” Abdullah says.
It was thanks to Tuang, that Afrikaans,
the language of the Afrikaners, was born.
Explains Abdullah Ibrahim that in those

because of his political

the Dutch colonisation of the

of

one

of Abdullah’s albums, released in

1992 in CD form. The tittle, Abdullah says,
“is a call for the water from the wisdom, so
we can

of

face the future”. With motion pictures

a savanna

one

Indonesian islands.

Ibrahim:

subsequently banished to Robben
April 1780, and on his release
about ten years later, became the religious
leader of the slave community at the Cape.
Tuang, means Mr. and Guru, teacher.
He

was

inspiring green,
voice of Abdullah
Africa will be green
an

hears the background

princedom of the Tidores, one of the

Island in

land with

“Very soon,
and blooming again”.
In another episode, Abdullah Ibrahim
challenges the notion of the Brazilian origins
of Samba, asserting that Samba had its
origins in Africa. He recalls that on March

a

Dutch ship landed at the Cape

with 300 slaves

captured from a Portuguese

vessel which

was

Angola. So it

was some

bound

to

Brazil from

of these Angolan

slaves in Brazil who created Samba. This

story inspired Abdullah’s Some Day

Soon,

Still in exile, Abdullah achieved yet

another milestone. He assembled
seven

a

band of

talented musicians. He named the

ensemble

Ekaya, which in his native
language simply means home. The group’s
first album was also named Ekaya, with its
music dedicated to the people of South
Africa and the Anti-Apartheid Movement.
But Abdullah's story-telling denotes some

disillusionment with the contemptuous
manner in which musicians and other artists
treated

by society, particularly the
society, although for him, music
and medicine go together. “That is why you
have healing songs,” he says. “But in this
society, musicians are misplaced; now we
are

African

are

assumed

to

be entertainers”.□

ARE THEY STILL STARRY-EYED
AND LAUGHING?
Fred Zindi

I

WAS IN Johannesburg,

South Africa,

recently. While walking in the streets
of the city, I saw several posters
advertising
a
three-day
Jazz
performance by Hugh Masekela and
Miriam Makeba at Kippie’s.
these

perform in
long before the
advent of a majority government in South
Africa.
On both occasions they had
performed in packed venues. I therefore
I had

seen

two stars

Zimbabwe and in London

had

no

doubt that the two artists would fill

up a small venue like Kippie’s in no time at
all. So, when I made up my mind to go and
see

their

performance, I made

would arrive at the
12

venue at

sure that I
least two hours

Dorothy Masiika and Hugh Masekela at Queens Gardens, Harare
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before the advertised

starting time in order
to secure myself a ticket and a place.
To my surprise and disappointment, when
the supporting band kicked off at 9.00 p.m.
there were only 15 of us inside the venue.
When the main artists came on stage the
number had increased to around 75.1
to

ask

do

myself whether or not South Africans

not

they
now

began

recognise

a

good musician when

see one or was it simply that they were
tired of these artistes’ music?

Before majority

rule in South Africa both
Hugh Masekela were
big names while in exile during the cruel
day s of apartheid. In Britain and The United
Miriam Makeba and

States of America both artists became
household

and

names

were

able to

perform

full

capacity audiences at any time,
anywhere.
Miriam Makeba was even given such
titles “The Empress of African Song” and
“Mamma Africa”, while in the United
to

Her first steps

towards world
acclaim came about after she had joined
the Cast of King Kong in 1958 which was
followed by Lionel Rogoni’s anti-apartheid
States.

film entitled “Come Back Africa”. When
she left South Africa to attend the
at

premiere

the Venice Film Festival and then later

went to

decided

apartheid regime
to revoke her citizenship in South
New York, the

Africa. It

was

while in the United States

that she started

re-recording the records
popular in South Africa.

that had made her

Songs such as “Pata Pata”, “Mbube”, “The
Click Song” and some jazz standards which
had rocked South Africa became hits in the

Miriam and

Hugh with Black Mambazo
completed six months as special guests on

Among the hits that were churned out
during this long tour were the re-workings

Paul Simon’s Graceland World tour.

of

Despite the fact that during her career all
her records were banned in apartheid South
Africa because they were said to inspire
revolution among Blacks, Miriam still
managed to sell hundreds of thousands of
records throughout the world and was
received by many world leaders including

Harry Belafonte had
coming to the forefront

of Black Music.
She toured many European countries
with Harry Belafonte and other South

African musicians such as Jonas Gwangwa,
Abdullah Ibrahim

(Dollar Brand) and her
former husband, Hugh Masekela.
In the 1960s, Miriam’s

international fame

and status

began to intimidate the South
African regime that when her mother died,
the Pretoria regime refused her entry into
South Africa

to

attend the funeral.

It was not until the 1980s that she returned
to

Southern Africa to do concerts in

Botswana

and Zimbabwe,

large crowds.

which drew

In the late eighties both

Sapem December/January, 1995/96

Kuti’s

“Lady”, “Tomorrow” and “Bring
a song dedicated to

Him Back Home”

-

Nelson Mandela.

Later, alongside Miriam and Ladysmith
Black Mambazo he joined

Haile Selassie, Fidel Castro and John F.

Graceland World tour

Kennedy.
Hugh Masekela had more or less similar

Simon.

experiences as Miriam. His acclaimed career
in music began at the age of six when his
parents organised piano lessons at Springs,
near Johannesburg, in 1968 Hugh recorded
his first hit album entitled “Grazing in The

of the musical

Grass” which sold hundreds of thousands of

copies internationally.
It

after Father Trevor Huddlestone

was

a

chaplain at his St. Peter’s Anglican Boarding
School in Johannesburg and an anti-

the controversial
organised by Paul

It seems the Graceland tour was the cl imax
careers

of these exiled

musicians.
When they returned to South Africa in
1994, they found that things had changed

tremendously, although their records were
no longer on the banned list, they could not
make it to the top ten hits in the South
African charts or anywhere else in the world.
Instead it was younger
Brenda Fassie, Rebecca,

artists such

as

Lucky Dube,

Yvonne Chaka Chaka, Chicco and Chimora
who

at Kippie’s is
evidence of South Africans’

charming out the hits.
realising that they were fast losing
popularity, Masekelaorganised a Viva South

reception to these world
famous stars, then they are
probably better off going
back into exile, this time not
for political reasons, but just
to cash in on their past glory

Africa

If the

scene

Mambazo.

apartheid activist had been deported from
South Africa that Hugh got fed up of the
and decided to leave

South Africa.
In 1960 he arrived in London to

on

to

study at

New York.

In the United

States he teamed up with Stewart Levine
and recorded “Trumpet Africa” but it was
not

until 1968 when

was

in London which included

A

lot

of

anti-apartheid
sympathizers attended this concert at
Finsbury Park as evidenced by the huge
posters and banners which announced the
celebration of the end of apartheid.
The question to ask now is whether the
popularity of these formerly exiled artists is
waning because apartheid is over. Or have
these artists been in exile for too long that
they are no longer in touch with grassroots
South African

music

which attracts

audiences?

the Guildhall School of Music and later
moved

tour

Miriam, Yvonne Chaka Chaka, Brenda
Fasie, Lucky Dube and Ladysmith Black

and fame.

treatment of Blacks

were

On

United States after

assisted Miriam in

Augustine Musarurwa’s “Skokiaan”,
Sleeps Tonight”, “Home is where
The Music Is”, “Waiting for the Rain”, Fela
“The Lion

“Grazing in the Grass”

released that Masekela became

household name.

a

Hugh began to tour Europe
and Africa. For six years he toured Senegal,
Guinea, Liberia, Zaire, Nigeria and
Botswana, where he teamed up with Caiphus
Semenya.

If the

Kippie’s is evidence of
reception to these world
famous stars, then they are probably better
off going back into exile, this time not for
political reasons, but just to cash in on their
past glory and fame.
The last question to ask is: were these
guys really good musicians or did they only
make a name out of sympathy from antiapartheid sympathizers? This question will
be answered when Hugh, Miriam and Dollar
Brand make it to the charts again .□
scene at

South Africans’
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ZAMBIA: “WE NEED TO DO

SOMETHING”
Cheushi Cheushi

We still believe culture is

ARTS AND CULTURE

major
components in the political, economic
and social development of any country.
But often, some countries have ignored
these
components of national
development. SAPEM’SCheushi Cheushi
talks to one of Zambia’s leading artists
and veteran broadcaster, Charles
Muyamwa, on Zambia’s art and culture
configuration. Muyamwa runs an art
shop. Art Mat, which specialises in the
selling of books on music, musical
instruments and products, objects of arts.
are

among the

etc.

something for

Over

deserve

used to be, but now

broadcasted.

we are

like you”.

We need to do

something, because we
disappearing culturally. We are like
walking cultural shadows, and it is time we
put some reality to these shadows.
What do you think should be done to
change this trend? What role should the
media play?
People watch a lot of television and
are

listen

a

radio

or

lot

to

the radio. What is said

screened

on

television has

30

years
of
independence, Zambia still does not have a
cultural policy. You hear government
officials say: “culture is the backbone of the

do not have

our

own

to

discard what

we

are,

and

We have borrowed

to

14

so we

resolve

too

our

too

much towards
news

news.

is censored

not even

we have lost so much that we
know what we are missing. I

would have

expected that at this stage of our
development we will have several books on
the aspects of cultural life in Zambia. Lack
of

cultural

assume

equipment
problems using foreign tools.

national programmes
Eighty percent of the

culture.Today, radio and television are
pumping out more foreign than local music.
The role of the media is important. As a
broadcaster and producer, I see the need for
a government
policy that should emphasise
on the
expression ofZambian cultural values,
for example, making 70 percent of the TV
and radio production Zambian based.
The newspapers, are toopre-occupied with
political news. As much as I am aware that
the information aspect is important, I feel

Culturally,

much from the

do not have the full

little

programmes are not Zambian. TV and Radio
should be used as instruments to retlect our

do

something that we are not. Our lack of grasp
of our cultural background makes us unable
to solve a lot of our problems.
West,

very

be called what it is because there

or interpreted as what government is
saying
evolves very little value to the development
of the country.

identity, and that to be modern and civilised
is

a

to

An environment where

by practical steps. I am almost speaking
with fearof being classified as an out-dated
person. We have lost direction. We had
several forms of grain that formed our regular
rations. Today, Zambians think that mealie
meal produced from the millers is the best,
as if there was no other form of staple food.
We have been swamped by an aggressive
foreign culture bombarded in radio and
television to the extent that we have began to
we

on

is

the balance is tilted

nation”, but these statements are not backed

think

people’s lives. The

open it only in the museum form to foreign
tourists and say: "look this is where we

configuration in Zambia?

MUYAMWA:

on

media, the Zambia National Broadcasting
Corporation (ZNBC) in particular, does not

CHEUSHI: How do you look at art and
culture

profound impact

the past, something to put in the cupboard
and lock in your grandmother’s house and

Muyamwa: “We have borrowed too
much from the west”

systematic documentation in book or
magazine form on our culture is an alarming
gap. The department of cultural services is
ill-equipped, with no single book on Zambian
music. A long time ago w e got our cultural
well-being with the association with our
grandparents, we have now been removed
from our villages and are living in town
without grandparents. So there is a slow
death of our own cultural being. Nature
hates a vacuum and the vacuum that is being
created by that lack of written referencepoints to our culture is being filled by foreign
Sapem December/January. 1995/%
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cultures.
I

much. The Zambia Information Service
afraid the colonialists gave us

am

independence but we have lost much more
they gave back to us, to the extent that
even the so-cal led founding fathers excelled
at perfecting colonial systems. It is like we
were running,as a country under colonial
rule and when independence was granted
than

look

and instead of

finding a basis
for starting as an independent people, we
just tended to project what the Westerners
were doing.
The major draw back is our lack of due
regard to education and formalised storage
of knowledge about ourselves. For instance,
in this shop there are a lot of music books
from olherparls of the world, but there is not
a single book about Zambian music. We
have lost a big chunk of ourselves. Its like a
building with a big chunk of its foundation
eaten away. It is likely to fall.
What is the impact of foreign music on
Zambia’s cultural heritage?
wc

over

1 do not stock Rhumba music cither

had a fully fledged film
processing equipment which was never used
due to lack of a colour analyzer, a component
of very small magnitude. It is a very sad
development that the equipment remained

pride itself in washing its hands off
government. We hear stories like it is not
government duty to do this, it is not
government duty to be involved in this and
that... I remain asking myself what the hell
is government duty ? They might as well not

unused until it became unusable and

be there.

(ZIS) at

one stage

has been taken

now

by video recorders.
why we do not
make local films we are told it is expensive.
But the issue is exaggerated. There are
expensive film budgets yes, but not all of
them are. The unfortunate thing is that the
running of these institutions is sometimes
left to people who do not understand how
things work. And because people do not
Each time

over

one

asks about

at

the expense

our own.

instruments and about

our own

musicians

in unsustainable
The total

sum

relationships.
of this corrosion of self

is that it makes

incapable of
functioning at full capacity, which can be
.seen in the deterioration of many of the
aspects of our lives.
There are cultural expressions which if
we totally discard them, resolving social
issues surrounding us would be difficult,

esteem

us

understand, they do not appreciate how this

equipment could be used to the maximum.
Only one camera could be sufficient to
produce a film. It might sound like blowing
my own trumpet but it is important to put
things into a personal perspective.
I at one stage did a full-length video using
VHS and domestic equipment based on a
story: "Mr Mary", and I have got copies of
the video selling very well in my shop...
very well for a local product which is not
promoted. The film is based on a local story
of a man called "Mr. Mary”, who was
masquerading as a woman in a tarven, and
1 wrote imaginary scripts about incidences
he could be involved in
was

shown at

a

five

star

(1992). The film
(Pamodzi) on

hotel

large screen. I got a resounding applause
for it and I threw the challenge to ZNBC and

a

ZIS.

to

our

a

tools and

answers.

What about the film
For

own

long time

we

industry?

have not done

Sai’i:m Di'.cembf.r/January. 1995/96

very

producing

are your views on the National
Council, created hy Parliament in

An

borrowed

need

utilised when

organisation as such does not deliver
You can have good infrastructure
or an organisation that is very well sounding,
but on its own it will not deliver the goods
unless you give it supportive infrastructure
for it to work. Unless government pumps in
money, the Act sitting on the shelf of
government printers is not going to produce
any films or promote arts. We have to pay
attention to things that really matter to the
the goods.

perceptions which cannot be derived from

we

are

1994?

I feel very saddened at what I see is the
lack of the right vision and authority. I have

because

that local

What
Arts

Music is not

and way of life. This, for example, means
that we start to express our love in a foreign
manner and end up as fake lovers, resulting

ensure

of our national
development which must appear on the list
of government priorities.

promoting foreign music

of

involved and

writers, actresses and actors, film producers
local programmes.
Art is an integral part

on

nothing. Its an important thing. Today we
are
playing music or consuming it
superficially. We do not fully understand
the impact of the assimilation of music.
Music is not something that you listen to
and it goes out just like that. It leaves
something. But what is the impact of what is
remaining in us?
Part of it is it leaves an inferiority complex
amongst us, about our music, musical

vis-a-vis radio and television, government
could gel

and directors

video, tape or CD because 1 am not
enthusiastic about

I believe the government has a role to
play, and policy formulation is part of
government duty. Policies are of no use
unless they are implemented, and that is the
responsibility of government.
If we had agood cultural pol icy, especially

beg to be excused for still thinking that

artists. Announcements like “the artists
in for

big treat because government is in
the process of building a multi-million
kwacha arts and culture centre”, will not
improve the situation. I did mention it to the
permanent secretary of the ministry of

community development and social service
that, “madam, that sounds very fine, but I
have to let you know that buildings do not
perform and unless you can do something
to support the artists now, at the start, by the
time your big building will be complete
there will be no artists tc> perform because
they would have all died of malnutrition or
migrated to other countries ”
We need to put in place mechanisms that
support the artists’ needs, for example,
financial awards. Even artists need
You
an

artist...

have

of

meat

government

in place that

seems to

walk into

to eat.

shop and say, “ I am
give me a loaf of bread or a piece
free of charge.”□

can not

government has a role to play. We seem to
a

are

a

a
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MUSIC PROMOTERS: ARE THEY UNPLUGGED?
iSH

HEN THE late reggae legend
Bob
Marley played at

|

MAFUNDIKWA

artistes

reckoning,thebestpromoterinZimbabwe.
“I spent eight months attached to various
promoters in England, and I learnt a lot. I
am also in the
position where because of
my other successful business activities, I
can absorb losses if a concert is a
flop.”

most of the shows that made it in the

So, because local promoters can not make
it, the vacuum is filled by cultural

w

Zimbabwe’s

independence

celebrations in April 1980, many thought
this was the beginning of international

coming to play in Zimbabwe
regularly. But for local music lovers,

country have been promotional disasters.
While

has any

how
many people will show up for a particular
concert, local promoters could do better.
There

no one

arc

numerous

control

over

postponements,

cancellations and poor soimd quality when
the show happens. True, there have been
some

organisations representing foreign
governments. The British Council is one
of the international cultural organisations
that have dabbled in promoting concerts,
but have since stopped due to a shortage of
funds. The other major player, the French
cultural centre. Alliance Frangaise, is still

Africa, as most of

the

equipment in Zimbabwe is outdated and
inadequate, and this costs a lot of money.
“We therefore, always make a loss as besides
freight costs there are customs charges to be
met,” he .said.
The

availability of

a decent publichas been an issue since
independence. The government did buy a PA
system in the curly eighties, but what remains
of it is, according to Fred Zindi, obsolete. It
was also the
subject of much bureaucratic
none

address system

use the government
PA system. Two days before the concert, we
were informed that wc could not use it as there

is that South Al'rica is

now

and technicians from South

Sounds to this country
been assured wc could

concert,

back in 1988.
The situation

long and specific technical rider.”
This calls for the importation of equipment

wrangling. “Wc brought Aswad and King
in 1982, and we had

notable success, the most obvious

beitig the "Human Rights Now!”

used to certain standards overseas, we get a

attractiiig bigger shows in the region. Major
artistes like Whitney Houston, Arrested
Development, Linton Kwesi Johnson,
Rolling Stones, Phil Collins and Sting to
name but a few, have played in that country.

was some

controversy over its use by private

organisations.”
The tour

was

.saved

by the then politically

incorrect impt)rtation ofequipmcnt from South

the

Africa, which cost a lot in foreign currency.
This al.so resulted in postponement of the
shows.

turned President, Nelson Mandela, is an

Chiyangwa thinks it would be better if the
private sector buys equipment. "If people
want to promote concerts they should
buy the
equipment.”
Cost indeed is a major, if not the determinant
factor in this business. Alliance Frangaise
tries to minimise its losses by getting the

It is true that

themselves

soiiie

with

of these

stars

identified

struggle against
apartheid and are falling over them.sci ves to
join in celebrating the new political order in
that country. And, of course, that photo
opportunity with the wi)rld’s famousprisoncr
added boon for these
should

stars.

However,

one

Chiyangwa: “ifpeople want to promote
concerts they should buy the
equipment”.
involved in

forget that a lot ol'major artistes
breached thccultural boycottofSouth Africa
during the heyday of apartheid. It must
therefore be safe to say, at the end of the day,
musicians like most people, will go where
the nK)ney is.
Fred Zindi is probably one ol' the most

promotions, though according
spokesperson, this is not their main
activity. “We actually started out teaching

seasoned music promoters

pockets of Alliance Frangaise may
deeper than those of local promoters, but
according to the spokesperson, “We could
promote more artistes from abroad, if it did
not cost too much to bring stars from
Francophone Africa or Paris, where a lot of

not

in Zimbabwe
today. This is his opinion on why shows arc
badly organised: “People here have realised
they cannot make a living just from
promoting music, because a lot of them have
incurred losses.”

Even if the show is

properly organised, Zindi contends, "it is
to make money, given the expenses of
bringing artistes and their equipment into
the country,"
Phillip Chiyangwa is, by his own
hard

16

to a

French, but

we

realised that culture and

language go hand in hand,

so we decided to

engage in cultural exchange, under which
music fal Is,” say s one ofA//(ö«fe’s directors.
The

be

West African stars

arc

based.” Part of their

budget is reversed for promoting local talent.
They, however, try to bring a major star
every year.
"We are not commercial
promoters and because these artistes are

artistes

to tour most

of the countries in the

region. “Wc then split

.some of the expenses
the country offices,” their
spokesperson explained. Since all these
artistes are coming to South Africa, maybe a
similar system could be used by the

amongst

commercial promoters.

Says Zindi: “The initiative might come
from local promoters, but the South Africans
do not think our money is worth anything.”
Chiyangwa, however, sees regional tours as
the way forward. “A promoter who is good at
coordinating can bring an artiste here and take
him/her around ail the SADC countries and
he/shc should make

something out of it.”

Criticism has been levelled

at

Alliance
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Frangaise and other promoters for not taking

network and work together,

for

their shows to the

into

peanuts. What is one expected to do with

people, preferring the

up

scale Harare International Conference Centre.
“We

of that

problem and we are
addressing it by taking the shows to the highdensity areas in the future.” The weather also
plays a part in the choice of venues. “You
cannot even think of holding a concert
outdoors during the rainy season,” explained
Chiyangwa.
The challenge to promoters today is to
accept that they can not keep operating in a
are aware

if Zimbabwe is the centre of the

vacuum, as

universe.

Like promoters

in Europe who

they should look
cooperating with other promoters in the
region. There should not be any room for fly
by night promoters who want to make a
killing and run. Promoters should plough the
money they earn from concerts back into
music, instead of dealing with shows on an
ad hoc basis. They should stop looking to
government to build an infrastructure for
them.

reaping off tnusLcians by paying them

that meagre salary which the musicians
have to divide among themselves?
Do musicians get any assistance from the
government?
Absolutely nothing.
What sort of input is needed from the
government?
the government should set up recording

Until promoters in Zimbabwe and in the
region take themselves and the concert
going public seriously, the fiascos will

studios. Government should also establish a

continue.□

people, the

television station and open a school of music.
Justiikeit isdoingforindigenousbusiness
government should also assist

musicians

financially so that they could
start up their own projects.
Where do you see the music industry
heading to, say in the next 10 years?
J5
In the last ten years, the band that I played
with has been engaged in cultural revival of
Mooketsi: What problems are Botswana our declining music.
So I am optimistic that the Botswana
musicians faced with?
music industry will grow tremendously in
Senyatso: Tlie musicians do not own proper
musical equipment and most of them never the next ten years because of our continuous
efforts to expose it in the international
went to music schools. There are also no

BOTSWANA ARTISTS:

PLAYING FOR THE “KINGS
NDIGENOUS music in Botswana is

I

not takeii

seriously and musicians in

that country are struggling to survive.

UnUke most African countries, Botswana
does not have its ovvn unique music that
the country can

be identified with.

In fact, it: is-always the foreign artistes
who smilc all the way to the r-"—
bank after

local bands record in South Africa where

they are always cheated by
recording companies.

staging shows in

the country.
The government
radio

recording facilities in the country. Usually,

station

Botswana musicians do not

sponsorship from
willing individuals and
companies.
Why is it that most of the
get

owned

is

also

indifferent to thé local
musicians ^plight since it is

only

interested

recorded their songs

music.

they are fond of imitating
one

veteran

Because of

musicians, Duncan

odds

to

our

promote

indigenous music, v
Senyatso penned the
theme song for the

_

culture

affected

colonialism,

was

severely

such

that

everything from the West
Senyatso: "our culture was
was perceived to be the best.
severely affected"
Therefore

Southern African DevelopmentCommunity

(SAEX?) cultural festival, held in Harare in

September. He had also toured several
European countries in an attempt to put
Botswana music on the worldinap.
From his suburban home in the outskirts

of Gaborone, the

capital of Botswana, he
spoke to SAPEM coirespondentLekopanye
Mooketsi, about some of the problems that
beset Botswana's music

but

foreign artistes?

of Botswana’s

Senyatso, is striving against
all

What

industry.
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even

musicians

chose to

ignore the importance of their
musical heritage and musical approach
hence they opt to imitate foreign music.
For what reason has the music industry
in Botswana not developed, more than 30

years after independence?
The truth is it that in our country
musicians

are

the

shortcomings of local

musicians?
A

lotofourmusicianslackselfprojection
do not keep bands. Music
groups are formed Uxiay and disbanded the
next day. Our musicians also lack discipi ine.
such that they

You recorded
was

it

a

album sometime ago,

an

successful venture?

I recorded

local musicians have not

in

broadcasting South African
But

arena.

album with the group

an

Kgwenyape in 1986 and it
1990. But it

was not a

due to the fact that

was

remixed in

successful

venture

reaped off by the
recording company. We are trying to bring
our

we were

album back to the market.

What efforts have local musicians

undertaken to organise themselves into
association or a trade union that would

an

safeguard their interests?

Presently local musicians have formed

a

union that will in turn

safeguard their
interests when it comes to bargaining.
Do you believe the government has made
efforts to promote indigenous art and
culture?

The government

the

to

has not made any effort
promote arts and culture. In most cases,

battling on their own.
They do not get support from anywhere.

called to

Even the so called promoters areresponsifale

but

are

artists

only recognised when they are
perform for visiting dignitaries,

are

they

are never

rewarded.Q
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CODESRIA
VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT
The Council for the

Development of Social Research in Africa (CODESRIA) based in Dakar, Senegal, invites
applications from African Social Science Scholars for the position of its Executive Secretary.
This post constitutes the top leadership of the CODESRIA Secretariat which works as a team, and as such
the incumbent should be capable of: (i) coordinating the writing of programme proposals, funding requests
and research reports; (ii) providing intellectual leadership to research networks activities: (iii) promoting the
establishment of professional associations, working groups and research networks; (iv) organising and
facilitating scientific round tables, meetings and conferences in Africa; (v) be acquainted with editing,
publishing and dissemination of research information.
Qualifications
Applicants are required to:
Have a strong academic background and a long experience in research formulation, guidance,

•

coordination and research

•

•

•

A

reporting;
knowledge of CODESRIA and/or similar research organisations and the ability to motivate and
develop researchers and staff;
Possess management and administrative experience in similar research organisations, with experience
and credibility in fund-raising; and
Be well known in the African and international scientific community for their scholarship.
working knowledge of either French or English will be an advantage.
Have

a

Conditions of Service:

Salary level will be commensurate with the experience and qualifications of the selected candidate and
comparable with that provided for similar positions in other international organisations.
The selected candidate will be entitled to tax exempt salary, post adjustment, contribution to children’s
education, settlement allowance, a contributory pension fund and health insurance.
The contract is for 4 years renewable once.
Procedure for submission of

applications:

The
•

•

•

•

following are to be supplied by the applicants:
An application letter;
A detailed curriculum vitae containing training and professional experience;
Reference letters from three people who know the applicants (including at least two resident in other
countries than those of the applicants):
One copy of three or four of their publications. Reference letters should be sealed and sent directly to
CODESRIA.

Every correspondence sealed and marked ‘APPLICATION’ should be addressed to:
The President of the Executive Committee

CODESRIA
P. O. Box 3304
Dakar

Senegal
Deadline for

Application:
applications is February 29,1996. Any application received after this date will not be

The deadline for all
considered.
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ERITREA/YEMEN
CLASHES CONTINUE
OVER CONTROL OF
GREATER HARNISH
AaiMARA
cease-fire

Despite an agreement for a
signed in mid-December,

—

independence from Portugal on July 5,1975.
With more than three quarters of the votes
having been counted two days after polling,
the MPD held 50 out of the total of 75 seats
from the

headlined “The Junta’s War Plan”, which

parliament. The main challenge came
Independence Party (PAICV),
which led the country to independence and
ruled it as a one-party state until 1990.

REBUKES INTERNATIONAL

December 15.
Eritrean forces secured control of Greater

Harnish
an

on

December 18, after

launching

offensive in defiance of an earlier cease-

fire.

Military officials said that the Yemen

air force has launched

a

counter

attack,

suggesting that the fighting is continuing.
clear, although Eritrea has acknowledged

that six of its soldiers

others wounded.

were

killed and three

A

foreign ministry
promised the
180 captured Yemen

statement

issued in Asmara

release of

more

than

soldiers.
Recent

high level contacts had appeared
were ready
for talks, and if necessary, mediation to
resolve the dispute. Before the December
15’s incursion by Eritrea, Yemen had began
withdrawing some of its forces from Greater
Harnish, in the apparent belief that tension
over the issue was casing.
to

establish that both countries

CAPE VERDE
MPD WINS ELECTIONS
PRAIA

The

governing Movement for
Democracy (MPD) in Cape Verde won
overwhelmingly recent parliamentary
elections, holdingon to its previous majority.
These were the second multiparty
elections held in Cape Verde since the
Atlantic Ocean archipelago republic attained
—

Sai'i;m DHCiiMiiia'/jANU.AKY, 1995/96

The

Nigerian foreign minister

Tom Ikimi has defended the execution, in

November, of the prominent writer Ken

annulled

eight other environmental
activists, saying that the international
community had distorted reports of the
situation in Nigeria.
Speaking to reporters during a two-day
visit to Egypt, Ikimi said he had delivered a
special message to Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak from Nigeria’s military ruler, Gen.

by the military junta. It was not
magazine

was

connected to that story.

Lastyear, threeNigerian newspapers were
by the military authorities by special

closed

decree.

NIGER
INVESTIGATIONS INTO
DEATH OF REBEL

LEADERS

Sani Abacha.
There has been

Nigeria
nine

over

widespread criticism of
the trial and execution of the

who had

campaigned against the
corporation
Shell in Nigeria’s oil rich south.
An earlier meeting of the Southern Africa
Development Community (SADC) Heads
of State and Government, in Johannesburg,
men

activities of the Anglo-Dutch oil

failed to reach
sanctions

consensus

on

additional

the

military junta.
The meeting resolved, against the wishes
on

were

clear whether the seizure of the

Saro-Wiwa and

The extent of casual ties from the battles is
not

—

seized concerned the

the 1993 Presidential elections which

COMMUNITY
CAIRO

of the week the magazine
possible release
from detention of political prisoner Moshood
Abiola, who is widely believed to have won
was

MILITARY JUNTA

islands

senior editorial staff.

The cover story

Harnish, the largest of the three Red Sea

Early reports said several Yemen soldiers
had been killed since the clashes, involving
war planes and naval vessels broke out on

prompted security agents to visit the
magazine offices, followed by arrests of
some

NIGERIA

and Yemen, over the control of Greater

and Yemen, and the United States.

and it is strident in its criticism. In the week
before the copies were seized, the magazine
had published a prominent article which it

newly independent republic of Eritrea

being disputed by the two countries.
The cease-fire was to be monitored by a
special committee of officials from Eritrea

publications. It opposes the military regime

in

hostilities have continued unabated between
the

Tell is one of the most radicals of Nigeria’s

NIAMEY

The President of

Niger,
promised to institute
acommission of inquiry into theplanecrash
—

Mahaman Usman, has

on

December 15, which killed

threeTuareg

rebel leaders.
An opposition group alleged that the
personalised aircraft was sabotaged. The
plane exploded in flames shortly after taking
off from northern Niger. The rebel leaders
were on their way to the
capital, Niamey, to
resume peace talks with the
government.

ofSouth African President Nelson Mandela,
to

abide SADC

ALGERIA

by the resolutions of the

Commonwealth summit held in Auckland,

MORE KILLINGS

New Zealand, in November, which gave a

two-year period of grace to Gen. Abacha
before additional sanctions, including

ALGIERS

expulsion from the Commonwealth,
applied.

armed Islamic

are

SECURITY SERVICES
SEIZE MAGAZINE
LAGOS

The

military authorities on
December 18 seized 55 000 copies of the
weekly Tell magazine, as they were being
packaged at the printing press for delivery.
-

—

The

Algerian security forces
they have killed 45
militants during operations

have announced that
in December.

The security services said that the
operations were the most significant since
the last Presidential elections held in
November.

Up to 50 000 people have been
political violence between
government forces and Muslim militants
during the last four years.□
killed

in
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SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION

FIGHTING AIDS IN THE WORKPLACE
Gift Siso

G

ENCOR,

one

of South Africa’s

biggest mining houses, which has
made startling revelations that

at least 30 of its workers die of Aids every

month, is busy trying to put together

a

The other

objective of the educational
programme is to inform and advise
management about the nature of the disease
and the need for developing rational, humane
policies for both uninfected and infected

corporate policy that it hopes will help

workers.

curtail the

company’s
only useful
programmes have been those designed
by “the people for the people” and

spread of the disease.
The objective of Gencor’s Aids policy
will be to provide guidelines which will

minimise the effects of Aids on the company,

prevention of the spread of HIV infection
and Aids, and to devise ways of dealing
with infected or sick employees.
The company strategy will be to utilise a
multi-disciplinary approach (human
resources,
medical and legal personnel
from all operating companies) which will
prepare a document for ratification by the
Cencor board and the unions.

Besides its corporate

Aids policy, Gencor

also aims to revitalise its educational
programme to

provide employees with

reliable, factual information about the risk
ol Aids and thus
that behaviour
slow down the

demystify the disease so
changes can be effected to
spread of the disease.

In

a

recent

statement, the

medical services said the

therefore

the

involvement

of

the

employees and the community is of
paramount importance.
The

company hopes to initially
heighten awareness utilising drama
productions on the various mines and
works, though it stressed that this will
not mean inviting a drama company to
perform, but that the performances would
incorporate mine personnel regarded as
leaders in the community.
The initial awareness campaign will then
be followed by the general education
programme utilising HIV-positive persons
in the community who are prepared to be
identified. Such persons will have to be

Workers demonstrate to reiterate their commitment in the fight
20

approached by medical personnel and, if
they agree, they would be trained as
educators.
This

approach is ba.scd on international
experience which shows that only education
has been successful. The process is not a
short-term one and requires long-term
commitment.

Among the steps to be taken will be
acknowledgement that Aids is an essential
health education topic for the workplace;
that the person or persons responsible for
driving the programme will have to attend
professional seminars on Aids; that literature
to develop knowledge about Aids should be
reviewed; and that community resources or
leaders should be contacted in order to assist

in the

production of educational material.
Among the goals of the Aids programme
is to promote safer sexual behaviour, provide
information and counselling about HIV,
promote policies which address changes in
socio-economic conditions

to

slow down

the spread of HIV and to provide counsel ling
for persons with HIV.
The format of the educational material

against HIV/Aids,
Sapem December/January, 1995/96

SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION
will include audio-visual
lectures with

presentations,
question and answer sessions,

printed materials, company newsletters and
posters.
Gencor’s medical services have noted
that Western models in Aids education have

failed and that the company

undertakes to

gather material from Africa.
Medical facilities
will include
referral

be offered

by Gencor
counselling, education and
to

The effectiveness of the

centres.

educational programme

will be evaluated
through attitude questionnaires.
Gencor said it will also implement a

condom distribution programme to ensure

adequate procurement and
and the expansion

use of condoms
of the number and type of

condom distribution channels and outlets.
Education is the

The company

said it will explore the
possibility of payment for the condoms as
opposed to free distribution. This
programme will also he linked to the
educational programme.
A Sexually Transmitted

The

project will also feature the tracer
programmes — meaning someone who has
been infected with STD will have to disclose

thepartnerand that partner will be followed
he

or

of the workforce of 100 000
gold, platinum and coal mines

infected with the HIV virus.

Gencor’s

concerns come

she gets treatment

as

will also

community care programme
similar to the hospice delivery system,
including the possibility of support for
orphans and elderly dependents of those
a

who die from the disease.
Gencor chairman, Brian Gilbertson, said

recently that Aids had taken on serious
proportions and warranted urgent

be heading for a
which would threaten the

whole nation.

said the situation

was

particularly grave in the KwaZulu-Natal
province. Aids seems to thrive very well
in unstable communities affected by rapid
movement of people and conflict
situations.

Bay in the KwaZuluprovince, where he said the company
had one of its most significant investments.
“We are very concerned about the trend.
It hits home when people working for us
are dying at this rate,” Gilbertson said.
Company medical personnel estimate
Sapem December/January, 1995/96

Trade Unions

(Cosatu) has blamed the ri.se

with their

on our

workers,” he said.

traditional

community where polygamy is
respected. Many Zulu men work and live in
the Gauteng area, and go home only once a
year. While away from home, they get

companies responsible for
housing labourers in hostels should pay for
their medical treatment if they become

involved with other women, and if they
contract the HIV virus then they are
likely to

their families for lost income.

transmit it

make

to

their wives

on

their return

home.
It

also estabi ished that amongst

on

particularly

life-threatening than mine

“They are responsible forall this epidemic
sex hostels and the
system of
migrant labour,” .said COSATU assistant
secretary-general Zwcliban/,i Vavi. “The
cruel and inhuman bosses who enjoyed the
benefits of apartheid’s migrant labour
system, single sex hostels and the inllux
control laws arc now turning their backs on
the con.scqucnccs of the life they imposed

catastrophy,

serious in Richards

was

more

the country appears to

Natal

He said the situation

far

in Aids numbers among the workers squarely
on the shoulders of
company bosses.

those
suffering from tuberculosis, the majority
are HIV positive. This increased the cost of
treatment and would have a signi ficant effect

attention.

a

accidents.

report by the ministry of health on South
African Aids statistics, which show that

Besides the violence, KwaZulu-Natal is a

The Gencor Aids programme

as

But the Confederation of South African

in the wake of

a

well.

implement

Gencor’s

The report

to ensure success.

up to ensure

that 20 percent
on

are

Diseases (STDs)
community-based programme will be
implemented. The objective will be to
improve the effectiveness of STD treatment
and the programme would liaise with
community organisations outside Gencor

key element in the fight against HIV/Aids.

was

health services, Gilbertson said.

“The loss of these skilled

people will
companies and the
national economy, and the losses are
growing,” he said.
In the mining industry. Aids is emerging

eventually impact

on

Vavi said

infected with Aids, and should compensate
He said the time had
a

come

for Cosatu

“decisive intervention”

on

to

the Aids

issue, and was critical of the suggestion that
in future, workers should be tested for Aids
before

being employed. Insurance
companies also came under attack for
reducing ailing workers’ benefits and
increasing the premiums.
The prevalence of Aids in South Africa
had for many years remained unknown
because of the apartheid system which
deprived most blacks particularly the poor,
of access to the health system.□
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UNIVERSITY OF BOTSWANA
GCNDCn AND D€V€lOPM€NT COUASC FOR SOUTHCRN AFRICA
The

University oP Botsinono announces that it is oPPering a six uueek course on G6NDGR AND
D6V6LOPM6NT Prom June to August 1996 Por uuomen ond men in the Southern APrico region

uuho

ore

uuorking in one oP the Pollouuing contexts:

o) os researchers, academics or trainers;
b) os planners or policy-mokers;
c) os NGO programme oPPicers or project coordinators.
The course is

designed to develop competencies in integrating gender ooioreness into the
development process, including practical abilities Por implementing strategies oP policy
Pormulotion and orgonisotionol change
The course requi res o

minimum oPcompleted secondary education and Pluehcy in the English
longuoge. Candidates must beoble to demonstrate the relevonceoP the course to their uuork

situotion.

The

course

uuill take

place on the campus oP the University oP Botsuuono in Gaborone Prom
teoching and leaning uuill be based on participatory opprooches
the compus Pocilities. The Course Director is Dr Chongu Monnothoko.

the end oP June 1996. The

and uuill utilise

InPormotion and

opplicotion Porms ore available Prom:

The Assistant

Registrar
Centre Por Continuing education
University oP Botsuuono
Private Bog 0022
Gaborone

Botsuuono
Phone: 351151

or

3552054

Fox: 356591
Telex: BD2429

e-moil;

gendev ©noko.ub.buu
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AFRICA: WHOSE GOVERNANCE?
Dennis Kapata

S

AFRICA’S

economic

internal, rather than external factors.

performance continues to
dwindle, questions are being
raised

as

to

of the

one

what the world

can

do to save

potentially rich continents of

the world.

meeting in Maastrieht,

the Neiherlancls, at the end of November,
the Global Coalition for Africa (GCA)
concluded ibal in the past

five years or so,
the economic and social
performance of Africa had been more
negative than what would have been
expected, with nearly 50 percent of the
continent’s population living bellow the
poverty dalumlinc, and per capita growth
rates of food production and gross domestic
product I'alling gradually.
The now commonly held view in Africa
is (hat external factors, such as falling
commodity prices, adverse terms of trade,
protectionism in export markets and
imposition of unsuitable economic reforms,
arc the main reasons for Africa’s
problems.
However, in refusing to accept these
arguments, Robert McNamara, a former
World Bank president and a co-chairperson
of the GCA, (old the Maastricht meeting
that “each of these problems has been faced
and overcome by other developing
on

who is also co-chairperson
'

average,

of the GCA, was

moderate, pointing out that

more

there had been
in the

At their annual

meetings, the Maastrieht conference

Botswana President Sir KetumileMasire,

positive developments
past five years, the economic and
some

social climate in Africa continued
serious

while

to cause

concern.

Amongst some of the factors inhibiting
the fight against poverty. President Masire
singled out the debt overhang, the recurrent
droughts which exacerbate food insecurity
and degradation of natural resources, and
the persistent low rates of economic growth
below the population growth.
But the Botswana President
factors. “

saw

Basic human and

rights continue to be denied in all

other

political

And

when

financial

of

some

flows

to

the

It noted that

although good governance
development process,
popular participation, transparency in
government operations, and accountability
lies

at

'.As expected, and in line with what has
become synonymous with GCA

the heart of the

still remained insufficient in Africa, while
the denial of political rights and the freedom

of expression were still

persistent

on

the

continent.

African delegates nonetheless, showed
broad commitment

to

the

nurturing and

enhancement of democracy and governance,

condemning excessive militarisation and
military regimes as threats to democracy
and national and regional security.
This debate drew in British minister of
state

for

development and
affairs. Baroness Lynda

overseas

commonwealth

Chal ker, who outl i ned four i mportan t
aspects

good governance, namely legitimacy,
accountability, competence and respect for
human rights.
“Legitimacy should ensure adequate
participation and choice for the people.
Accountability calls for transparency in
decision-making and robust mechanisms
which make corruption difficult if not
impossible. Competence should enable a
government to make and implement
appropriate policies, including respect for
human rights and the rule of law,’’ she said.
to

countries’’.

participants pointed

hindering development in Africa.

too many

instances”.

now

considered governance as the central issue

African

out that external
Africa have been

However, at the

inadequate, McNamara retorted that

centre of all the debate

both per

about good governance and development in
Africa lies the crucial issue of who defines

capita and as a percentage of GDP - has
been higher than to any other area in the

governance and who else, apart from the
African leadership itself, is to assume

world.’’

responsibility for the lack of it.

“financial a.ssistancc

to

Africa

-

He also

joined other non-African
participants, who included Herman Cohen,
a former US assistant
secretary of state for
African affairs and also a co-chairperson of
the GCA, in blaming the continent’s
negative cconoiiiic and social trends on
Sai'i;m

This

question

was at

the centre of

a

controversy and heated debate between
African and non-African participants at the
President Masire: “Basic human and

political rights (in Africa) continue to be
denied... ”

Maashtricht conference.

ProfessorYashTandon, of the University
Zimbabwe, questioned the link of

of
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have been

bitterly criticised the
organisation, describing it as yet another

officials when he
effort

to

re-colonise Africa.

good governance in
crucial point, which
is the result of the political and economic
conditionality imposed on African
governments by the West and their financial
The debate

over

Africa has missed

institutions such
International

one

as

the World Bank and the

Monetary Fund (IMF).

Although many African governments
have liberalised their political systems as
directed

to

by the Western powers, in
multiparty elections, lack of

them

the form of

transparency and accountability on the part
of the World Bank and the IMF in their

However, Universities suffered from

Robert McNamara:

impose on Africa an economic marketbased model of growth and apolitical model

leadership in
faulty
economic policies, corruption and frustrating
personal initiative for savingand investment
on the continent. Without stating figures, he
said the amount of money stashed in overseas
accounts by African leaders if it were to be
brought back would go a long way in solving
African economic problems.
But most African participants were
unimpressed, reinforcing the notion that the
concept of governance has not emerged
from Africa’s poor, but from the rich North,
perhaps from the World Bank.
“This value-laden concept must be rid of
its strictly northern premises to be fully
applicable to African conditions,” said
the 1970s and the 1980s for adopting

long tradition of
the accountability of

a

during the colonial period and an

authoritarian, external, unaccountable and
undemocratic tradition

was

imposed. That

imposed tradition continues to this day,” he
said.
In his criticism of the GCA,

which drew

sharp reaction from one

official of the institution. Prof. Tandon said
the GCA is

absolutely the wrong initiative
top-down, with no room for

for Africa. “It is

popular participation and therefore goes
against all democratic principles,” he said.
He also accused the GCA of having solidly
set

history of Universities is a history of
struggling for autonomy. Many Universities
are funded by governments, and in the United
Slates, University presidents are looking
desperately for funding from big business.
How does this affect autonomy?”

Cohen blamed the African

the rulers to the ruled. That tradition was

immediate and

an

“undocumented nonsense”.

African
African

indigenous traditions.

subverted

a

because they were not
financially independent, said Prof. Hans
van Ginkel, rector of the University of
Ultrecht in the Netherlands. He added: “The

to

democracy based on

blaming the victims

ugly affair, Cohen
attacked his accuser, labeling him of having
an emotional approach on the role of the
GCA to African development, and
describing Tandon’s accusations of
degenerated into

conditionalities and a host ofother conditions

“Africa has had

more

lack of autonomy

dealings with African governments have
not only perpetuated, but also reinforced the
denial of the masses in participating in their
own countries’ decision making processes.
In stressing this point. Prof. Tandon
accused Western nations of using democratic

of governance that are foreign to
conditions and disrespectful of

effective had

they not been
quashed by colonial powers,” he said.
A Senegalese participant. Jacques
Bugnicourt, argued Ibr a transforinalion of
the state, " especially at the local level, so it
is more transparent and be able to respond to
the people it is supposed to serve. Sometimes,
such transparency is actually hindered by
development aid.”
Former rector of the University of the
Western Cape, Prof. Jakes Gerwel, said
African Universities were increasingly
joining hands with European academic
institutions to promote good governance in
Africa. "But to make such relationships
truly effective, solutions must be found to
heighten African Universities’ autonomy.”

development as demanded
by Western donors, and infuriated GCA

governance to

Botchwey.

within the framework of the IMFAVorld

adjustment programmes
which, he noted, “by most empirical
accounts, have been disastrous for Africa”.

to

the future if

rely
they

were to

academic standards in both education and
research. He

urged African Universities to
funds from a consortium of
rather than from a single source.

try to obtain
donors

“Further, Alrican Universities should

develop specialisations so they are not all
focusing on the same subjects and try to
become part of networks with other
institutions. Networks also will help ensure
that the South will not be abandoned when
the priorities of Northern governments
change,” he added.
At the end of the

conference, it

to

be undoneof its strictly

to

be

Director

of the centre

for cultural

was

clear

that the notion of governance is a concept
which has been coined in the North. It ncetls

development in Mali, said very few

Africans would understand the concept.

donors in
improve their

even more on

AminataTraore, director of the centre for
human

Bank’s structural

Prof. Ginkel said African Universities
would have

Northern premises
applicable to African situations.

But, if
were to

an

African notion of governance

diversity ol
the continent,

exist, given the gretil

Prof. Tandon’s stern criticism hit the GCA

development in Burkina Fa.so, Joseph Ki-

social/polilical siruclures

drawing an equally

Zerbo, said since African governance has
not been written properly, it remains

it would have to include strict rules of

vicious reaction from Herman Cohen. In a

former Ghanaian minister
of finance, Kwesi Botchwey. which nearly

enigmatic. “But the forms of governments
which did exist in Africa centuries ago may

where it hurt most,

session chaired by

24
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accountability, Ibr which the present
Western-induced political ;ind economic
reforms in Africii give no room.U
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THE MILLION MEN MARCH: WHAT
NEXT?
Keisha Johnson
HETIMEforatonement has come,

T

but

a

million Black

man

march on

Washington is not necessarily a

step towards remedying the many social
and economic ailments facing the African
American

community.

African Americans. The information

superhighway was built to pass right over
the ghettos.
Although the march proved to be a
formidable demonstration of Black people’s
power to

The march, which was

organised by

so

mobilize in the thousands if they
a antiquated means of protest

desire, it is

which

do little to

Bcrjamin Chanis, the Nation of Islam, Jesse
Jackson and Dorothy Height to name a few,
was meant to be a day of atonement and

colleagues

reconciliation from Black men to their

marched

communities. A day
move

from which they would

forward to "become the cornerstone

in

can

change its status quo

Martin Luther

1995.

on

King and his
successful when they
Washington, but how quickly

were

have the fruits of their abour rotted in the

past 30

years?

When Farrakhan called for Black men to

speech. He went on to
describe the crowd as “a sea of men ready to

“accept the responsibility God has placed

new

Farrakhan in his

er)me

is

true

Black

men

[
I

institutionalised? They are manifested in
dwindling affirmative action programmes,

‘justice’ system which

iscut, denying underrepresented
higher education, another
lic|uor store goes up in our neighbourhoods.
The game has intensified and become
more complex, and Farrakhan enjoining
Black men to be humble and turn away from
iheir aueked ways to change society appears
to be anothereaseof blaming the victim. As
we move into the 21st Century, there are

programme

of

marginalisation and exclusion of
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lyrics of

or more

a rap song

times.

Yet and still, Farrakhan rationalises his

man.

And if

we are at a new

to

be

men

arc

alone when Black

have

still be held accountable

point,
Louis

our

of Islam; after the million men march,

lines

be good husbands, fathers and
our community,” he opened a
dangerous space for the Black man to
publicly re-assert his manhood - not only in
upon us to
builders in

relation to Whites, but also to the Black
an

assertion

is

counterproductive to the larger community

as

well. At this

need to harness our collective
a people to combat problems in

communities.

As

what next?

Such

we

energy as

Farrakhan, leader of the Nation

female.

new areas

“bitch” 20

but

Black men. The American government must

financial aid

sludciUs access to

uses

were,

community at large. Nor can we place all
the blame for the drugs and violence plaguing
our communities solely on the shoulders of

perpetually fill those morden day plantations
called prisons with young Black men and
a

Ada B Wells

contributions to the African American

deplorable public schools which turn out

Each time

or

struggled for years to restore
dignity to their communities.
We can not ignore Black women’s

African American community remain

women.

that

women

aiming to destroy the

year, and the so-called

Harriet Tubman,

intended

hundreds of illiterate Black children each

I

potential to become a future catalyst
change only works to validate her
dehumanisation in population culture and
in the minds of young African Americans,
many of whom could not tell you who
for social

And the leaders of the “new nation”

respect, ami attempt to fully utilize their
economic power. But how feasible is this

I

of her

beginning, we got to make a man all over
again, but make him in the image and
likeness of God.... (W)e are here... to move
this nation toward a more perfect union...”

need to take

responsibility for their actions in their

j

in this demonstration, and the denial

God made

communities and families, renew thcirscif-

when the agents

The exclusion of the Black

woman.

woman

singling out Black men for the demonstration
by saying the following: “(I)n the beginning

back to God, settle their differences

and go back home to turn our communities
into decent and safe places to live.”
It

Black

could reiterate all the

world,” said Minister

and builders of a

misogyny among young African
escalating at such an alarming
rate. Popular music is laden with messages
of dehumanisation and disrespect of the
when

Americans is

long as we remain stratified along any
gender, skin tone, financial status,
-

education

-

we

will remain vulnerable. One

this public
permitted
if it encompassed all spheres of the
Black community, thus becoming a unifying,
question,

must

demonstration

rather
real

than

force

to

would

have

been

divisive
be

force,and
with?Q

reckoned
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MALAWI: THE MIGRANT LABOUR
LEGACY
Angels Mtukulo
or

F

mqre

than two years now,

Malawians both in rural and urban
areas

have in their thousands

acquired new passports or renewed old ones.
They have followed with keen interest the

the

(Malawi)government. These contracts
ranged from 12 to 36 months.
After independence, there was an influx
of Malawians to South Africa through

in their

respective personal savings
The government thus collected

accounts.
revenue

from these

savings through taxes

and commissions.

visits of President Bakili Muluzi and top

WENELA. While in South Africa, the mine
workers sent money back home. Those at

Banda in

government officials to foreign countries,

home used the money

of 72 Malawians aboard

in the

hope that one day they would hear an
announcement inviting those wanting to go
to work in other countries (especially South
Africa) to report to the nearest office to
register.
South Africa was an integral and
indispensable source of income for
thousands of Malawians

as

far back

as

for building houses,
buying clothes, food and paying for garden
workers.

The

(WENELA) scheme was stopped by

April, 1974, following the death
a

Blantyre-bound

plane that crashed at Francistown Airport.
The reason he gave was that the relevant
authorities

were

not

serious about the

welfare of the workers, as evidenced in the
lack of a follow up to the accident. Banda
lamented

WENELA’s reluctance

establish the

the

cause

More than

to

of the accident.

130 000 Malawians

were

turn

of the century. In 1939, there were
more than 6 229 Malawians working in the

gainfully employed in the mines and other

South African mines. Most of them had

programme collapsed, according toGeorge

there on their own, having walked part

Chazama, of the ministry of labour and

gone

of,

or

sectors

the entire distance. One such

immigrant

in South Africa when the recruitment

manpower

ousted dictator Hastings

development. In tbe

years

that

Kamuzu Banda, who is said to have found

followed, Malawians continued to trek
down south, this time sneaking out under

himself in South Africa after

the

was

walking to
Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) at the
age of 13.
Born of

a

guise of businessmen. In South Africa,
of them bribed the natives to acquire
citizenship which would allow them to
procure work permits.
In 1977, the Temporary Employment
some

peasant family, Banda left
a few years of primary

Malawi after
education
clerk

at a

mission school. He worked

gold mine before making his
way to America, on a Free Methodist Church
scholarship.
as a

Bureau

on a

Pro-democracy Malawians celebrating
victory in 1993. But where are the jobs?

Later, the Witwatersrand Native Labour

Authority (WENELA) began recruiting men
from neighbouring states such as Botswana,
Lesotho, Mozambique, Zambia and
Zimbabwe. Malawians penetrated the mines
by going to these countries and get

On return, the

migrants

were

called

Matchona (those who have been to alien

lived. In 1989, TEBA was closed.

lands),

received 40 percent

Says Chazama: “ We were only given a
by the government to stop the
exportation of labour to South Africa, no
reason was given.”
Hetherwick Ntaba,
Banda’s personal physician and one time
health and foreign minister in Banda’s
administration, had a different story to tell.
“TEBA ruled that all Malawians wishing
to work or already working in South Africa

wages

should be screened for HIV/A IDS. We did

was

not want our

a

social status which they boasted

about and

Having acquired citizenship in those

enjoyed. The first generation of
Matchonas brought home blankets, clothes,
bicycles and other valueble items, including
cash. In the late 1980s, they started bringing

countries, Malawians registered as migrant

borne second hand vehicles.

assimilated into the local communities there.

workers to South Africa.
Because of the

honesty and endurance
which the Malawians displayed, WENELA
started recruiting Malawian nationals
through contracts signed between itself and
26

of Africa (TEBA) resumed the

exportation of manjxjwer to South African
gold and diamond mines. Malawians once
again flocked to the mines in thousands.
However, thejourney to the wealth southern
tip of the continent was only to be short

The Malawi government also benefited
contracts.
Tbe mine workers

from these

of their total monthly
right in South Africa. The remainder
sent to Malawi where it was deposited

directive

citizens

to

be

subjected to the

MAIN FEATURES
struck

when workers from other countries were

returned, Muluzi told

obliged to take the tests,” said Ntaba.
fingers pointed at no one but
Banda. The banning of migrant labour was

that what he and Mandela had

said to be his brainchild because, it was

and

not

Back home,

alleged, he 'wanted to create massive
unemployment so that desparate and
destitute as the unemployed were, they
whould have no choice but seek employment
as

either tenants

or

casual labourers on

Banda’s tobacco, maize and

groundnuts

estates.

Although Malawians continued to go to
they encountered
countless bottlenecks. The apartheid
work in South Africa,

government was

all out

on

them. Most of

managed to slip through the
fingers of the law had a tragic end. They
were surveilled and upon being caught,
were deported to Malawi where they landed
in gaols for “tarnishing the good image” of
those who

their government and leadership.
The question of migrant labour

I

to

a

work in South Africa.

square kilometres of Malawi’s territory
used for productive agricultural use.

But when he

conference
agreed was

changed the
point, the

members of the

recommendation to the Malawi government

that labour ministers of the two governments
should meet to discuss the matter further

thoroughly.
Prospects of migrant labour ever starting
again became more and more remote as
Muluzi and his government
tune

of their

own

President accused

song.

At

some

one

retrench about 50 000 of the 105 000 civil

opposition of conspiring with the Mandela
administration not to accept the resumption
of migrant labour. On yet another more
disappointing and discouraging note,
Muluzi said government was doing all it

to

could to create conducive conditions that

on

servants

Since

(1992 census) is anything to go by.
April this year, government and the

Civil Servants Trade Union have locked
the exact number of

businesses in Malawi,

employees
government payroll. Government argues
that it has been losing millions of Kwachas
in salaries to “ghost” civil servants. The

for thousands

Human Resources and the Data

foreign investors to open
thereby creatingjobs
of jobless Malawians. He

would attract

said time had

relying

on

horns

come

for Malawians to stop

over

On return from state visits to the USA,

105 000, the other

China, Muluzi said investors from those

63 000.

and his United Democratic Front (UDF)

countries

promised
Malawians during referendum campaigns
that if they voted forplural politics, migrant
labour would be resumed,

Malawi

only

a pressure group -

When Banda’s Malawi Congress Party
(MCP) flopped in the referendum and

adopted multiparty politics, Muluzi
and the UDF continued with their promise
of migrant labour to South Africa. In the
run up to the elections that toppled Banda
Malawi

Muluzi said migrant labour
(TEBA) had been closed not by the South
government, but by the Malawi government.
For this reason, he promised, he would
negotiate with the South African
administration to resume the programme if
from power,

so

were

far, not

But

But how much these

remains to be

seen.

successor start

afresh.

surprising if they (South African Chamber
of Mines) will need more foreign workers
because of unemployment in South Africa.”
Malawians, though, keep hoping.
Malawi ’ s economy is agro-based. However,
agriculture has been adversely affected by
the drought that has plagued Southern Africa
for three consecutive growing seasons. Only
a small percentage of the total of 118 484

in the

African President Mandela in Tunis,

during the OAU heads of state
At home, it was reported in the
local press that Muluzi and Mandela had

Tunisia,

summit.

Sapkm

came

from

About 90 to 95 percent

of
population live in rural areas. It is
the rural masses who have been hit hard by
inflation, currency devaluation and, in
general, economic depression.
These rural masses are now being haunted
by the legacy of migrant labour. The decent
houses they built are gradually becoming
ruins. The vehicles they once took pride in
have been turned into chicken pens and the
expensive glittering suits are but threadbare.
In a recent country brief on Malawi, the

rural

Railways retrenched more than I 200
employees between June 1994 and April

damage when he said: “it would be

it

be reduced. Most of those who went to

work in South African mines

unemploy-

hope that their economic woes would
come
to an end overnight.
Their
expectations were heightened further in
June, 1994. Barely a month after assuming
the presidency, Muluzi conferred with South

took

not

The old Malawi

upon

Malawians
to vote

figure of civil servants that will determine
will have to be axed.
Working against such a background, it is
evident that unemployment in Malawi will

companies have

for Muluzi and the UDF

Indeed

themselves

nationwidecivil service census

areas.

Malawi’s

contributed tp the reduction of

allow its

a

how many

General’s office.

to

are

in October 1995. It is said that it is the final

coming from foreign investors: New
Railways (1994), Telekom
Malaysia, just to mention but a few. The
investors are being attracted by the new
environment created by the government,”
says Frank Chibisa, an examiner with the
registrar of companies in the Registrar

Crewe-Brown, the South African High
Commissioner to Malawi, caused more

voted into office.

conducted

are

1995

maintains there

Because ofthis contradiction, government

willing to invest in Malawi.
many investors have visited

Malawi. “There are some companies which

ment

Processing

Departments, which recruit civil servants
and prepare their salaries respectively, have
conflicting figures. One says there are

migrant labour.

nearly
became past history until 1993 when Muluzi
-

is

This
is
aggravated by soaring
unemployment currently estimated at more
than 40 percent.
Of the country’s 10,4
million people, four million comprise the
potential workforce against the available
one million jobs. This means that 400 jobs
will have to be created everyday to attain an
equilibrium. However, this is unlikely to
become a reality if the World Bank/IMF

a news

Britain, Mauritius, and the Republic of

then

j

deal that would enable Malawians

screening, because we felt that it was unfair
that only Malawian workers should be tested

World Bank had this to say:

“Pervasive

poverty is the number one problem in
Malawi, where more than half of the

population is considered poor.”
It is because of the foregoing that
Malawians have conti nued to look at migrant
labour as the only viable solution to their
I

problems.□
27
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ZAMBIA: COPPER OUTPUT FALLS
Square Yalemana
he drastic and

achieved.

in Zambia copper

712 000 tonnes in 1976 to 525 000 tonnes in

unexplained drop
production in
September, 1995, has aroused
suspicion in government, prompting the

tonnes

minister of finance Ronald Penza to

359 400

initiate

investigations. Production by the
Zambia Consolidated Copper Mines

shortfall of-10.8 percent over 1993.
ZCCM board chairman, Lawrence

(ZCCM) fell to

Rwalya, attributed the decline in copper
production to reduced activity and closure
of some seven ore sources recently, coupled
with the lack of capital investment to
transform the company’s ore into
exploitable resources. Other reasons incl ude
declining low grades at very deep levels of
mining and the lack of retained profits,
which constrained the company’s ability to
maintain adequate reinvestment levels.
As a consequence, the company now
requires approximately US$2 billion over a
15-year period to restore production capacity
to previous levels.
Finished copper production in the
financial yearended March 31, 1995 fell to

T

record low of 19 000

a

tonnes in

average

September, down from
of 30 000 tonnes per month.

Penza said

an

that, although copper

production in the past two decades had been
declining, the drop in September’s figures
had given rise to government suspicion that
things were not being handled properly.
In 1994, production had fallen to an
average of 29 000 tonnes per month, down
from the average
month the

of 33 000 tonnes

previous

“We shall have to
what is

per

year.
move

in to find

out

going on,” said Penza. Copper is

Zambia’s main

foreign exchange earner,
drastic fall in output is likely to cause
serious dislocations in the country’s already
and

a

troubled economy.

Presenting the budget early in 1995, Penza
said the low levels of production in 1994
had occurred at

a

time when international

copper prices had risen sharply.
In the mid 1960s, Zambia’s

mining

copper output was predicted to reach
level of one million tonnes per annum

the
by

1980.

total

mining industry
production peaked at 755 000 tonnes in
1969 and this volume has

not

been achieved

since.

Despite several measures taken, which
included the commissioning of the Tolling
Leach Plant Stage III in September 1986,
which was expected to boost the company’s
annual copper production to about 550 000
tonnes over a period of 15 years, the target
of 600 000 tonnes per annum has not been
28

1984, before declining further to 406 214

a

in 1992.

It has since declined

tonnes as at

December 1904,

to

a

record low of 350476 tonnes, short of the

year’s target by 73 324 tonnes and below
the preceding year’s production of 392 179
tonnes.

During the period 1994/95, the company
real terms the lowest capital

had in

strategy was directed at achieving everincreasing rates of metal production, and

However,

Copperproduction declined from

investment of US$ 112 million.

exploit huge mineral resources at Konkola
Mine, but delay in raising the necessary
investment capital for the Konkola deep
Mining Project (KDMP) will mean a loss of
potential to contribute about 180 000 tonnes
of finished copper in the company’s total
annual output.

Over US$600 million is

required for the
project and consultations continued between
the shareholders about the financing of
KDMP, capitalisation of the Paris Club
debt of US$230 million and the privatisation
of the company.
Privatisation of the ZCCM remains

while the
government, which retains the largest
shareholding, has appointed a Mining
Privatisation Unit to carry out an in-depth
analysis of the alternative strategies for
privatising the company. According to the
1995 Budget, privatisation of the Mines
would be concluded within two years, but
there is serious doubt

company’s operations, with a view to
reducing costs, increasing metal production
and maximising revenues.
But the plan’s performance was below
target.
On June

30,1994, ZCCM closed its Lead
at Kabwe, in Zambia’s

and Zinc mine

Central Province.
With

increasing possibilities of depletion
of copper in one of the largest open-pit
mines in the world, Nchanga Mine, the
company has embarked on a project to

as

to

the successful

conclusion of the process, due to lack of
interest on the part of potential investors.

Concern has been

rising

among

mining

experts, with the continued decline in copper

production, because the mines which were
to be privatised would be reduced in value
when sold.

In

1994, the company embarked on the
implementation of the Short-Term Plan
(STP), aimed at rationalisation of all the

a

controversial issue in the country,

A

prominent member of the Zambia

ChambersofCommerce and Industry, Thco

Rull, said that government should speed up
the process of privatisation as the mines
were

in dire need of

capital injection. He

said the continued decline in copper

production

was a

manifestation of the lack

of capital to put into the mines so that new
and efficient methods of production would
be

applied.

Rull

was particularly con. erned that with
the continued decline in production, the

country would risk losing the interest which
has
the

far been

expressed by investors, if
privatisation process is not expedited.□
so
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AFRICAN NATIONS CUP ‘96: WHERE THERE
ARE NO FAVOURITES
Tendai Madinah
FRICAN SOCCER, having for
long been dominated by countries

Sudan 2-0.

continent, it used to be easy to predict

pairing of all East
included
two top North African nations,
Algeria and
Egypt, who eventually qualified from the

who will win the African Nations

Cup

group.

whenever the tournament’s finals

were

January 13 to I'ebruary 3, 1996, there are no

politics withdrew their candidature
to host the tournament.
The Kenyan
government argued that it had no money to

points had not been deducted
Uganda would have qualified.
The qualillcalion of Zaire and Cameroon
had tongues wagging. One can say, through
the “back door.” It has absolutely nothing to
do with their football skills. They have to

favourites for the

host sixteen teams. There

thank the outbreak of the Ebola virus that

A

from the north and west of the

Bui

African countries in

one

group that

tt)day, with only

the finals

are

one month before
lieki in South Africa from

tournament.

The

t|ualifiealion of most of the countries
to be called "giants” ol' the
African soccer had longues wagging and for
others, their qualification can be described
as “through the back door”.
But countries like Burkina Faso, Angola
and Mozambique qualified by sheer
which used

determination and hard work.

Also, tiualifiers are spread across the
continent.

Only Hast Africa docs not have a
reirresenlalive. But it is mainly so because
of the withdrawal of Kenya from hosting

the Confederation of African
Football (CAF) ruled out that Sudan had
used officials not appointed by CAF for that
match.

If these

Kenya had

won

the ticket

to

qualify for

the 16-team tournament, but because

near.

'

the tournament and the

of

internal

in the Nations

were

12

teams

Cup tournament in Tunisia,

two

from Sudan,

killed

more

than 200

people in Zaire in May

in 1994.

1995.

Kenya is however, believed to have
withdrawn its candidature because the

Malawi and Zimbabwe

National Football Association

leading in

(KFA) is
headed by an opposition member of

parliament.
The government
would

feared the opposition
gain a lot of support by organising a

successful

tournament.

The situation was worsened by two points
awarded to

Algeria for a match they lost to

Before the outbreak of the Ebola virus,
were

comfortably

well ahead of their
more decorated
opponents Zaire and
Cameroon, twice African Champions.
group one,

But fearful of the Ebola virus, the entire

Zimbabwe A and B

team

players refused to

Zaire. Appeals to CAF to have the
games’ venues changed could not help, as
the eonlincntal soccer body insisted that it
go to

The Mozambican National football team
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safe to play

in Zaire. They claimed they
by the World Health
Organisation (WHO).
was

had been told this

to

Zimbabwe then sent

a

Zaire. The team

made mince meat by

was

representative side

the

Leopards of Zaire, losing 5-0.
tiny kingdom of Lesotho added
salt to the injury. Lesotho pulled out of the
tournament saying they would not allow
Zaireans in their country as they could
bring in the deadly virus.
Then the

CAP annulled all the Lesotho matches.
Zimbabwe

hard hit

was

by that decision for

they had beaten Lesotho home and away
and had scored seven goals without reply.
Cameroon had lost
were

still

to

to

Lesotho 2-0. Zaire

face them. That

was

both Zimbabwe and Malawi.
this

the end of

It is

against
background that not much is expected

The Zambian National team: will it he this time?

from Zaire and Cameroon.

The two teams can however, be the African
■’Denmarks.” Denmark failed to qualify

for

the 1992 European Championships

but were
participate in place of the expel led
Yugoslavia.
invited

to

For defending champions Nigeria and
losing finalists Zambia, the past 12 months
have been a nightmare.
The Nigerians will have to recover from

additional US,$110 ()(K) will be

the shock of the cancellation of the World

that(i) Fiirticipation fees from CAFor FIFA

paid to the
squtid if they retain the trophy.
the players are not htippy. They do

22-nian
But
not

like two clauses in the code, which say

win the tournament,

Youth

under-20ehampionships, the first that

paid to national FAs

beating in the finals then World Champions
Germany 2-0.
Looking at African soccer results in 1995,
there is plenty evidence that in South Africa,
almost all games will be close encounters
and words like “minnows” and “giants”

was to

be held

accruals due

Denmark went

on

to

will not be there.

Politically troubled Burundi bundled

Africa out of the Olympic
Games soccer qualifiers.
Burkina Faso,
known for its military coups than anything
else, were the first to qualify for South
Africa in a group that included Cote d’Ivoire
and Morocco, once regarded as the big boys
emergent South

of African

soccer.

For decades. Southern Africa has been
the doormat

of African

soccer.

Us

participation in the continental tournaments
both club and national level was just to
make up the numbers. The results were
known defeat always defeat. But Angola
and Mozambique qualified in a group that
also included Guinea and Mali, the surprise
package at the last tournament in Tunisia.
at

-

-

Mali, back at the finals tournament alter
22 years in the wilderness, shocked hosts
Tunisia 2-0 and finished a credible fourth

position. They were stopped by Kalusha
Bwalya's Zambia.
.■^0

on

the continent of Africa. In

cancelling the event, Fil'a, the world soccer
governing body, cited health and .security
reasons.

Nigeria lost its first Alriean under-17
championship to Ghana in Mali. They afso
lost their Japan 1993 world title in Ecuador in
the same age group. The title went toGhana.
Further losses

were

the undcr-20 African

Youth Championships toCameroon on
soil, the undcr-23

team

.scrambled

a

home

bronze

medal in the All Africa Games in Harare in

September 1995. They beat Guinea on
penalties.
In addition, Nigeria has a row with its
players. The players are not happy with the
new code of conduct drawn up by their
Football Association (FA).
The

new

code put

allowances for

international tournaments at LJS$2()() per day
and

winning bonus of US$ 1 5(X) per match.
player will get an additional US$ I 000
participation fee.
For the African Nations Cup in South
Al'rica, the players will get a participation
fee of lJS$2 500 each, and further winning
a

Each

to

are the exclusive
the FA ;ind (ii) the FA

obligations to the players have been fulfilled
by the participation allowances and bonus
fees paid to the players.
The players believe that since it is their
performtince that genertites the marketing
and sponsorship income for the FA, they
should have

a

better tletd.

Zambia also

seems to

he

on

the ilecline.

Their

performance this yetir has been far
away from impressive. Their qutilification
was also helped by the withdrawal of several
countries in theirgroup. Only threeeountries
lasted the distance

-

Mauritius, Gabon and

Zambia itself,

they won three matches and
lost one wining at home against Gabon.
The sixteen teams that have qualified for
St)uth Africa are: Algeria, Angola, Burkina
Faso, Cameroon, Cote d’Ivoire, Egyp'.
Gabon, Ghana, Liberia, Mozambique,
Nigeria, Sierra Leone, .South Africa, Tunisia,
-

Zaire, and Zambia.
The

would bedivided in

niiitches, US$2 500 for the quarter-finals

fourgroups
preliminaries. Two
w'iliners from each group will qualify for the
knockout stages-thequarler-finals upwards.
The preliminary matches would be played
in fourcities -Johannesburg, Bloemfontein,

and US$3 0(X) for the semi-finals.

Durban anil Fort lili/abelh.U

bonuses of US$2 000 for the first round
An

teams

of four

loams ear
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T IS CLEAR from the above

quotation

that the

complete emancipation of Black
people is linked to the end of colonialiscn
and imperialism per se. Short of the destruction
or disillusion of the ‘evil system’ of colonialism
and imperialism, no complete emancipation of
its victims is possible. Ending only colonialism
without also ending imperialism does not
guarantee complete emancipation. The telos and
the horizon of Black people’s — by extension
African people’s—liberation are determined by
the end of colonialism and imperialism. Acting
in a way which brings the dissolution, destruction
or end of the ‘evil system’, for Africans, is to act
for self-liberation.
of the protracted continuation of the ‘evil system’,
has led to what Eboussi

Trade Diversion In Southern Africa

46

Chlnyamata Chipata

SAPES NEWSLEHER

Boulaga (1993:25) calls
cataclysm’ which
was made of
deportations, forced labour, executions, disasters
brought on by the cupidity and irresponsibility of
people; it was made of the indignities of
dependence, beggary and servitude. Such a
trajectory can easily end up in total extinction.
Such an inverted history was made in the name
‘the African

Prospecfs for Trade Creation and

47

and

with the

...

means

‘civilisation’. At the
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concerned with the short-term interests of

little restricted group, each one and all
blinded by archaic deities of their tribe.
Devastated

our

of

us

by slavery, occupied by colonial
and resources,

powers, drained of its people
Africa in the twentieth century:
came more

and

more to

resemble

a vast

recreational area, an ideal settingfor boys ’
adventures. Fiction for entertainment

and

for the young follows the colonial mix. The
colonial and racial hierarchies remain in-

Failure to achieve self-liberation, in conditions

SARIPS RESEARCH

undertaking would not have been so devastating,
so total without our complicity at every stage of
its implementation. Every time, we exchanged
our lives for trinketry; every time we were only

and institutions of
same

time, such

an

From Tarzan to Tintin,

dumbfounded
Africans have populated western fiction.
In fictionfor young people decolonisation
seems either not to have taken place or to
have made little difference.
tact.

(Jan Nederveen Pieterse, White on Black,
1992:111). That is how an outsider sees the
outcome of the

‘African cataclysm’. “There is
nothing more urgent”, also wrote Eboussi
Boulaga “than stopping to take stock of the
African cataclysm which has been lasting for
centuries and getting worse.” (Boulaga, 1993:25).
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This stock has been

recently demanded by the
and daughters of Africa, in the
form of National Sovereign conferences, for
example. The demand has been most clearly
voiced bythe radical witness:(Boulaga, 1993:1128) “the African who has been gagged, beaten,

sulTcring

brutalised

for decades under the

development, national construction,

guise of

progress or

revolution". The demand, howevor, has been

delayed, hijacketior silenced. Until this stock is
done individually and eollectively. only remarks
on

my

self-liberation

short

pockets

sons

paper.

can

be offered. Thus the title of

As A. Kwei Armah wrote in

one

of his novels, African healers must rise from
within African

community, self-liberation is
emphasised. Liberation on principles of
oppressors has marked too much the history of
African struggles.
Struggling and suffering sons and daughters
of A frica are the product of SOOycars of struggles
against what Mao Ze-dongscalls the ‘evil system”
in all its pha.scs and transformations. They arc
the product of partial victories and numerous
defeats in these struggles. Complete emancipation
of African people, from the point of view of the
radical witness, is the aimofthestruggles. African
working people must leave the world erected by
the evil system to achieve self-liberation,
complete emancipation. A friend of mine,
recently wrote me “stay strong to witness the
collapse of this world", 1 say that we have not
only to witness the collapse, but we must first of
all behave in ways which assure its collapse.
African people must behave in ways which
guarantee the dissolution of this African
cataclysm.
The masses of the African working peoplewomen, men, children
have been resisting
courageously. That is why we are still here, even
if suffering goes on and is worsening. The
trajectory of the cataclysm has not yet led to
complete extinction, despite recurrent genocides.
Despite partial victories, defeats have been
recuireiti. The general pattern of the histories of
African peoples struggles has been marked by
“defeat through victory" (Houghton, 1991).
Every time African people were about to win, the
victory was made safe to accommodate it to the
continuity of the system they were struggling
against. The victory had to be guided by principles
of oppressors. Against colonial domination,
political independence was narrowed down to
emphasise mere seizure of colonial state power
replacement of colonialists with African
persons — rather than the construction of new
alternative forms of power which, in fact, made
the colonized people be close to victory. Partial
—

or

enjoying themselves.

day proclamation of the Congo. June 3()th 1960.
Prime Minister Lumumba demanded

Culture of Submission
The African

intelligentsia — a fish that starts
rotting from its head — has often fallen under the
culture ofsubmission. The latter is characterised
by (a) the inability to trust our own knowledge,
generated through struggles to hold w'wh fidelity
to the truth process predicated on a break with
submissive accommodating consciousness; (b)
the abolitionist .syndrome (Jacques Depelchin,
1995:8-11): slaves, for example, were claimed
by abolitionists to be unable to grasp their own
conditions and implications for their victory.
Slaves, resistances and struggles and victories
were reoriented towards an acceptable freedom
made safe to the continuation of the transformed

exploitative system. The former slave masters or
conctoners of slavery, claimed to he enlightened,
and worked to manage the freedom of the slave,
on principles of oppressors. In the abolitionist
history of slave struggles, the question of slave
compensation — threatening the break with the
continuation, in new forms, of the system — is
silenced by that of slave master’s compensation.
Political independences were usually granted
through negotiations at round table conferences
away from and behind the backs ofthe struggling
masses. They were made conditioned on their
accommodation to the continuity of the expanded
exploitative system—subordinating or si lenci ng
genuine needs, demands and aspirations of the
large masses of people. A programme of
development, elaborate by former predators who
enriched themselves

on

African

masses

of

people’s suffering, i.e. a programme of civilizing
former slaves and colonial subjects in terms of
the required continuity — and not a complete
break with it
of the system is worked out. The
land question for Zimbabwe and the
denationalisation (J. Depelchin. 1992) of the
—

Zairean economy worked out at the round table
conferences negotiations are just illustrative

examples.
Since history is'thc history of the victors — at
least the way it is now written — experiences of
the victims of the capitalist system are often
erased. Knowledge based on, inspired by. rooted
in the rich experiences of resistances, slave
struggles and those of anti-colonial, anti-neocolonial oppressed, exploited and impoverished
people — the radical witnesses — has been
continuously silenced (J. Depelchin. 1995). A
culture of submission has been erected and forced

—

victories

were

absolutised at the expense

of the

obligation of pursuing the struggles to complete
emancipation. The petty kings, who rose to the
thrones, concentrated on filling their own private
32

African

intelligentsia, especially, to make
to trust their own knowledge —
knowledge constructed from the experience of
victims’ suffering — and the fidelity to the
process of truth events leading to victory. Selfsilencing has been the most devastating result of
the culture of submission. At the independence
on

them unable

with submissive consciousness

—

a

break

which, to be

polite to the King, viewed independence as a gift
the colonizer's civilizing mission
accommodating to the continuity of the system
and asserted that independence was a result of
struggles against the colonial system (civilising
mission included). Fidelity to this struggled-forindependence meant a fidelity to the complete
of

—

eradication of the conditions of colonial life.
Lumumbism had

to

be made safe to the

continuation of the conditions of colonial life —

by killing consistent Lumumbists starting with
Lumumba himself

proclaim Lumumba,

—

before Mobutu could

national hero.
Under the pressure from modcmoholitionists.
Western discovers (discovery syndrome) and
submissive con.sciousness, the tldelity to the
truth process of stock taking and the eradication
of causes and conditions of the African cataclysm
has been blocked. "Mobutu must go", for
example, was changed to. “Mobutu remains,
reigns but does not govern". Power sharing was
made

a

a

condition for ‘dcmocratisation’ to be

accommodating to the continuity of the
reproduction of people’s suffering. This virus of
Mobutu,

worse

than Ebola, is

.seen as

neces.sary

for this

continuity. Thieves and their victims
must share power .so that ‘thieving, may continue
and acquire respectful dignity. Aren’t there any
ju.st conllicts (in the sen.se of just wars) which
must explode rather than be resolved through
power sharing'.'

Discovery Syndrome
Discovery syndrome, another mark of the
culture of submission, refers to the fact that
African truth has often been discovered

by
only. Lakes, rivers, etc, have been so
discovered, Africanist historians give the
impression that they have discovered even
African history i.e, whole societies and
communitiesof Africa have been existing without
outsiders

histories, until the Western di.scoverers

came

along! Accepting without sharp critique these
histories by the discoverers is falling under the
culture of submission.

Foralongtime.threeelementshavecon.stituted
the unit of the culture of submission: the

acceptance of the belief that political leadership
from above rather than is constructed

comes

from within the ranks of the

m.isses

of people.

It

is, for example, taken for granted in Zaire that
leaders must be

approved by the Troika (the
Belgium) rather than by the
masses ofpeople. This
people’s approval viewed
as a
.secondary element is only needed for the
appearance of legitimacy. The belief that
knowledge comes only from the outside of the
experiences of lived history of the masses of
USA. France and
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people, is the second element. The third element
is the idea that development (not selfdevelopment) is conceptualised and pursued
through structures linked to the International
Monetary Fund and the so-called World Bank.
Throughout this pattern of 'defeat through
victory’ characterising African struggles for
liberation, the iiilelligeiuski has been the plaque
ummante. Critique and self-criticism of the
intellectual workcfis a key for the deepening of
the struggles for African self-liberation.
We are in a world conjuncture of crisis of

come

there”. It incarnates terrorism, but

others

as

by crises of its

meant

enrichment for

more

some

and

more

Capitalist imperialists,
including immoral persons accountable to nobody
else, use this crisis to force people to adopt forms
of politics aggravating their miseries and
sufferings, making people easy targets in the
process of capitalist .squeeze of their energy.
Primitive accumulation

—

not an event

which

took

place once for all in the remote past — as the
foundation, the basement of capital, is needed
from outside of capital. Wars, genocides,

enclosures, all

forms of forced

labour,

deportations, all possible means which help break
down all social ties giving people access to
resources

fascization

are
are

called upon. Tendencies of
linked to this process. The

tremendous

development of science and
technology is used not for eradicating miseries
and sufferings of the large masses of people, but
for greater enrichment of the few. The USA, for
example, has the necessary technology of food
production to feed the whole planet. But, they
spend yearly around 9 billion dollars to destroy
the food surplus so that capitalist farmer’s
products prices remain high enough. They can
build a modern house, from prefabricated
materials, in about 45 minutes; yet there are now
10 million homeless Americans. The

about

imperialist system more global now than ever,
was built in genocides, enslavement of African
people, wars, animalization of people — earlier
this century a Congolese Pygmy. Ota Benga, for
example was actually put in the Bronx Zoo
among primates — colonial occupation, has
become arrogant, triumphalist, preaching ethics,
democracy of which it has been the main obstacle
and up to proclaiming the end of history, i.e.
’they have arrived at the top of the mountain,
there should be no history, none should know
how they got there and nobody else should try to
Sapem December/January, 1995/96

own

making. It faces

accuse

marked
new a

serious crisis which it is

trying to resolve by
squeezing the working people of the world

through various schemes. Humanity itself is
increasingly threatened. Fanon foresaw this long
ago;

The

fundamental duel which seemed

that

between

colonialism

anticolonialism and indeed between

to

be

and

capi-

talismand socialism is already losing some

of its importance. What counts today, the
question which is looming on the horizon,
is the need for a redistribution of wealth.
Humanity must reply to this question, or be
shaken to pieces by it" (Fanon, 1991:98).
Humanity needs to be .savedfrom the impericilist system itself.
Gains and Losses

politics—the prescriptive relationship to reality.
Dominant modes of politics — parliamentarian
and Third International vanguard Party — are in
crisis. We have analysed this elsewhere. This is
complicated by the profound, long-lasting and
protracted capitalist economic crisis-since the
late 1960s. Of course, capitalism has expanded
or developed through crises, crises have always
miseries for others.

terrorists. It has been constantly

The little gains previously

made by the working
people of the World — through Welfare State
programmes now de-constructed — have been
eroded. Social services (health, education and

welfare)

being dismantled. Governance
subordinated to the market economy which is
dominated by immortal persons (multinational
corporations, etc) is pushed on people. Reduction
of stateexpenditures, socially de-responsibilising
the state, has become the fashionable politics.
Forms of state (ethnic state, religious state,
integrism) conducive to civil wars are pushed on
people under the pretext of peace. An authentic
state must rest on the multiplicity and diversity
of its people: old. women, men, various ethnic or
national origins, professionals, workers, peasants,
atheists, believers, etc. An ethnic, religious, etc.
state is not a state of civil peace. No peace will
take place i n ex-Yugoslavia and the M iddle East,
for example, as long as states will rest on religious,
ethnic features. Tensions are being fomented so
that the demand for weapons will rise and the war
industry based economy wi If thrive... The Gulf
war, for example, was aimed at ’among other
things, forcing the reduction, in favour of
are

imperialist capitalists, of prices of the strategical
commodity oil. The UN system is organised and
run undeniocratically to submit it to the pursuit
of superpowers’ interests under the pretext and
cover of humanity’s interests.

Learning from History
The sum-up of all world
events has been made in a very
the

crucial historical
partisan way: from
anniversary of Columbus’ discovery of the

Americans, that of the French Revolution, the
50th

anniversary of the World War 11 victory, the

Television, the major tool for the culture of
submission, is used to propagate tho.se elements.
No mention of the sacrifices of the large mas.ses of
people and their resistances was made. Even
nazism is not presented for what it was: a politics,
aimed against communism, for resolving capitalist
crises and not a simple expression of Hitler’s
madness. If major events are not thought
thoroughly through, they are likely to be repeated.
A one-sided picture is given as the explanation for
thecollapseofsocialist states: the accommodating
features to the continuity of capitalism are
emphasised. The post-collapse market economy
devastation is presented as a necessary temporaiy
evil. The fact that

one

side of the Cold War

collapsed does not necessarily mean the end of
Cold War; it is the victory of the USA side of the
Cold War. Have the low intensity warfare terrorism
the USA mechanism of Cold War

—

expansion of the

war

—

and the

machine ended',’ Are the

militants of the Cold War

—

from the French

legionnaires, to the US marines— really
transformed into humanitarian philanthropists’.’
What forms of break have taken

place’.’ Who have

been the viciims of this Cold War'.’ And who
the

were

culprits'.’

African intellectuals must break with this culture

of submission and make

a sum-up of all these
world historical events, from the point of view of

the radical witnesses. Zairean radical witne.sses

for example

have said to the political class: “you
pursuit of your
petty interests and above all, to those of your
foreign imperialist allies and have forced the
entire nation into misery”. The intelligentsia has
contributed in no lesser a way to this. How did we
contribute to the triumphalist capitalist victory in
the Cold War'.’ By the mouth of F. Fukuyama
(1990), the US intelligentsia has proclaimed the
’end of history’. The USA has made it to the top
of the mountain, there shal 1 be no history analyzing
how they did it so that no one else will want to
climb to the top, C’esi chi cleja'vii:’'\JS world
have subordinated the state to the

domination

must rest on

the end of the world

history, to become permanent’.
African intelligentsia, broadly speaking, has
moved from immatriculation (Belgian invention)
i.e. being civilised on the basis offorgetting one’s
own history of suffering and
struggles, ofdespising
one’s cultures and the inability to trust one’s own
knowledge; to self-immatriculation (e.g. Africa
and the social Disciplines) i.e. the desire and the
practice of working to be part of, and claim
Africa’s contribution to imperialist social sciences
constructed on the basis of silencing lived history
of suffering. Massesofpeopleanddifficult times,
in political independence struggles, to win over

end of Cold War... to the 50th

evolue intellectuals

World Bank. Elements

immatriculation proce.ss. From Simon Kimbangu.

anniversary of the
accommodating to the
continuity of the system are emphasised.

—

the outcome of the

Patrice Lumumba to Pierre Mulele, intellectuals
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on

Material

the side of the

tended

be

to

struggling people of Zaire have
people who did not undergo the

complete

process
immatriculation.

up

to

university

Intellectual Work and Donors

advantages,

minimal,
knowledge
have reinforced the
organised by African
even

it'

very

attached to this orientation in

production process,
intellectual abasement
state

authoritatianism (See annex).

All these

Despite the difficult conditions through which
African people have trained some intellectual
workers; these have increasingly taken side of
the modern abolitionists culled donors. Very
briefly, social epistemlogy is increasingly
organised on this basis. Due to crises being
faced in Africa, intellectual work is increasingly
linked to donors preoccupation. Some workers’
daily living is predicated on working for this
preoccupation. Donors have been the ones
setting almost all the themes requiring
intellectual work of work, one may have enough
resources and flexibility to work for other
intellectual pursuit. The fact is that themes not
taken up by donors are not necessarily being
researched.

Very briefly, social epistemology concerns
knowledge production issues. How, for
example, did certain linguistic artifaas become
certified as knowledge? How are certain
attitudes on the part of producers of knowledge
about the nature of the entire knowledge
enterprise produced? How should the pursuit of
knowledge he organised, given that under
normal circumstances, knowledge is pursued
by many human beings, each working on a
more or less well-defined body of knowledge
and each equipped with roughly the same
imperfect cognitive capacities? The optimal
division of the African cognitive labour, in
circumstances of the disintegration of
universities and State research institutes, is

basically over determined by donors. The
products of our cognitive pursuits are affected
by changing the social relations in which the
knowledge producers stand to one another. The
social

epistemologist is the ideal epistemic

policy maker; if a certain kind of knowledge
produce is desired, then the social epistemologist
could design a scheme for dividing up the
labour that would likely (or efficiently) bring it
about: or if society is already committed to a
certain scheme for dividing up the cognitive
labour, the social
the

epistemologist could indicate
knowledge products that are likely to flow

from that scheme. (Steve Fuller, 1988:3-10).
finder

the

pressure

from donors and

impoverishment of knowledge producers,
African intellectual

workers have become

rc.scarch theme takers rather than research theme
initiators

or

example,

says

If the World Bank, lor
that .tructural adjustment is the

generators.

theme for research, African intellectual workers
lake it up;

if it is

poverty, etc.
34

now poverty,

they switch to

questions, brietly discussed, are as
questionsof politics. Emancipatory politics
is a politics which rests on a break with
submissive accommodating consciousness.
Thought reform presently very necessary, can
only be based on this break. Its task will aim at
winning at least part of the African intelligentsia
over so that they break with the culture of
well

submission.

African

Philosophy and
Emancipatory Politics

Let me say something about African
philosophy before I give some elements of an
African emancipatory politics. Philosophy may
very well be “class struggle in theory", but it is
first of all the partisan struggle against onesidedness for truth. The African palavering

Nzonzi (dialectician) was, in that sense a

philosopher. In many corners, in Africa,
philosophy is systematically opposed on
‘programm.-'tic’ grounds (position in favour of
‘instinctual empiricism’). The claimed task of
universities, “the pursuit of truth, the whole
truth ’’ has been put aside for the sophistic
pursuit of rules to become a sophist (= an
expert), an ignoramus (Bronowski, 1967).
Developments in African philosophy suffer
from a clear and rigorous definition of
philosophy — other than just to imitate what is
done in Western philosophy, for example.
The academic tendency of African
philosophy remains, in the main, under the
banner of “philosophical immatriculation of
African philosophy remains, in the main,
under the banner of "philosophical
immatriculation of Africa” (philosophical
compradorism?). To philosophise, here, aims
at becoming certified as an interlocuteur
valahle
of the Western philosophical
fashions. Against what is emerging as a
dominant tendency, we think that philosophy
is not an interpretation of an experience —
as the hermeneutical tendency in African
philosophy asserts (Serequeberhan, 1994).
Nor is it a cult and a defense of rationality
(Reason) so that African philosophy would
be an affirmation of African reason denied by
imperialists — as D.A. Masolo suggests
(Masolo, 1944). History does not clarify the
present nor does the latter clarify the past. It
is from the perspective of prescriptive
enunciations (theoretical stand) that what may

Philosophy is about truth, not meaning
— as the dominant sophistic
tendency which gives theoretical support to the
culture of submission, claims. Philosophy is
prescribed by conditions which are generic
procedures of truth—procedures through which
truth emerges as event. These are outside
philosophy. They include: science, more
or
deductive and
precisely matliesis
demonstrable knowledge; art, more precisely
poem; politics, more precisely emancipatory
(progressive, revolutionary self-referent)
politics, and love, the procedure through which
the disjunction of sexed positions produces
truth. Philosophy is the site through which is
(Badiou, 1992)

made the enunciation:

‘there

are

truths’,

philosophy grasps these truths and their
compossibility. That is why Plato thought of
philosophy as dialectics; and this is actually
what the palavering Nzonzi
actually did.
Sophism (ancient and modern) denied that
philosophy is about truth. Modern sophists (L.
Wittgenstein, etc) concern themselves only with
effects of discourse, language games, silent
showing beyond language. For them, the major
opposition is .not truth and error, but speaking
and silence i.e. what

can

be said and what

cannot be said.

1 feel that, in Africa too, the first task of

philosophy is to take stock of the present
becoming of truths in their quadruple register.
The theory of Chaos is the new truth in
mathematics (Abraham, 1994); what are its

implications for the ontology of multiplicity?
Politically, we are in the epoch of post-socialism
and recurrent genocides; what are the
implications for emancipatory politics? What
do we know about love; especially in Africa; is
there a theory of love? What do we know is
emerging as new truth in poetry in the world,
and Africa particularly? Specificities of those
truth procedures, in Africa, would call for an
Africanphilosophy. And it would give theoretical
support to a break with the cultureof submission.
Genocides, for example, are linked to
philosphemes of disaster in thinking (Badiou,
1992). Sophistic denial of truth cannot produce
a meaning to correct the errors implied in those
philosophemes.
Crises and Emancipatory
To the extent that crises

the absence
in

Africa

or
as

poverty
much

are an

Politics

indication of

of emancipatory politics
as

elsewhere, African

researchers must work to

develop the elements
of a mode of emancipatory politics, it is politics
as thought, a politics which is independent from
all structural invariants (economy, state, etc) and

break with what exists.

which is not referred to external structures (class,

Otherwise, philosophy becomes a repetition or

ethnicity, religion etc) which must be developed.
Five categories are, it seems to me, crucial for

come

an

may

constitute

a

application of the history of philosophy.
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Annex

this task: the country,

the state, factory/worker,
land/cooperative and gender. It is important to
see that all these categories are the object of
political prescriptions — they are not natural nor

I feel that, in Africa too, the first
task of philosophy is to take stock
of the

present becoming of truths
in their quadruple register.

self-evident.

Against the existing political prescriptions on
the country — the Organistion of African Unity
(OAU) is here a mere continuation of the
prescriptions of the Berlin Conference —
emancipatory politics requires that the country
be viewed as being composed of all those who
live or want to live in it. Physical boundaries,
ethnic features or indigenous considerations
should not foreclose political prescriptions. The
country will be according to what those who live
in it prescribe on it.
The state, according to this politics, rests on
multiplicity and diversity of the people; old,
young, women, men, workers, peasants, atheists,
believers, professionals, merchants, etc. A
democratic state must not rest on a religious
entity nor ethnic entity. (La Distance Politique
nos 6-12). The key must be the multiplicity; and
the state must not be a simple composition or
expression (reflection) of this multiplicity, it
must transcend it with new abstract categories
such as ‘citizen’ or ‘ndugu’.
The question of the political visibility of both
the factory (there are workers in the factory) and
political self-organisingof the workers isöf/)/oi?ne
touniante of emancipatory politics in Africa.
Even the pan-africanist movement must seek its
anchorage on that factor. In the same vein, the
politics of democratisation of land and
independent self-organising of the land tillers is
another important element of emancipatory
politics.
On this African continent where

women

used

to lead in communities, rebellions, wars,
knowledge productions, etc; they have become
politically invisible. Prevailing gender
relationships constitute a master-piece of the
culture of submission. Attempts at linguistics
and sociological breaks are developing, but
politics as gendered thought needs to be
developed.
History is not something which just happens;
history is made by people. It is made from the
point of politics, i.e. from the point where
prescriptions on reality are made, African
liberation should not continue being made by
abolitionists, partners in development i.e.
humanitarian philanthropists whose aim, is often,
to

reorient it in order to make it safe and

accommodating to the continuity of the
oppressive system against which Africans must
liberate themselves. Complete emancipation of
African people can only be assured on the basis
of self-liberation i.e., among other things, on the
basis of breaking with the culture of submission
Sapem December/January, 1995/96

a

—

few of the latter’s elements have been

discussed here. 1 tried to show that African

intelligentsia, often in charge of the theoretical
consolidation of the culture of submission, is

a

crucial element. That is
criticism will

why its critique and selfadvance the preparation for the

future of African self-liberation.'
Those

the conditions for a
future of African self-liberation. They are just
that, remarks — intended to provoke African
researchers so that the possibility of a break with
the submissive consciousness may be visible
and

are

my

remarks

on

intellectually active.
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Against the Abasement of African
Intellectuals!
As

12.to

London.□

stratum

African mtellecfuals have

impact.;

In fact,

they have tended to fall victims pf
intellectual abasement, tailing impérialisf
i ntellectuals, 11 is a sign ofintellectual abasement;
1, toexplicitiy proclaim that itisworthless to be
on

2,

;

3,

the side of the

bppressetf pepjjlet :

to:feel that the fltll and positive (exercise pf
thought is totalitarian and that one is better off
with partial knowledge i .e.,wi I fully abdicating
the hurnan heritageof intellect;
to hate truth and

those: who pas,sionate}y

it;

4,

to

5,

to

6,

to

"

seek
■"

feel

obliged to an imbecile in power;
dream of being invited by the powerful

ones;

abdicate the universal and tali into all kinds

ofone-sidedness (national! sm, ethnocéntrism,

tribaiistn ideological/feligious dogmatism.

etc);

7.

‘

.

to advocate

and hide under the theme of

freedom or democracy to give up the struggle

8.

forequality;
tofeelunconcemedaboutgenocidesin Africa
and the World.

9.

to feel that

truth, in the struggles for World

hegemony, belongs to super powers;

10.

reproach

to

assassinated

African

revolutionaries (Afana Osepde, Ben Barka,
Pid Pinto Gama, Lumomba, Pierre Mulele,
Chris Hani,etc)therrso-calledlacfcofreaiisrn;

11. to fall into

.self-censorship and feel that any
loudly against injustice

i ntellectual protest! ng

in Africa is entitled to be detained;

feel that economic difficulties

for failure

to

are a

licence

be accountable in what one is

supposed to do;

13: to suspend principles

(Including professional
ethics) and practice eleraentay opportunism
to save One’s skin-r-^; and even engage in

Wrongly accusing others;
adopt without question the imperialist

14. to

intellectuals'; evaluation of bold African

intellectuals’productions;

15. to

;

passionately await the latest bestsellers

from the West

or

the East;

;.

16. to stop

•

;;;

reading and thinking after
completed one’s highest degree;

17.

one

has

feel relieved that

no genuine intellectual
along and tampers with one’s area and
says that one is spreading nonsense;
to feel unconcerned about wrongthirtgs outside

to

comes

18.

Press;

Bloomington and Indianapolis,
Serequeberhan, Tsenay (1994) The
Hermeneutics of African Philosophy:
Horizon and Discourse. Routiedge,

social

failed in the mairi to exercise a real social

Karthala, Paris.
Masole, D.A. (1994), African Philosophy in
Search of Identity. Indiana University

a

one’s small

area

19; to think Of any

long
20.

as

of study;

knowledge to be good only as

it is useful to oneself;

exercise

thought only for seeking
recognition and benefits from the state etc,□

to
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CULTURE AND ECONOMICS
Chinyamata Chipeta

c

generic term referring
beliefs, traditions, customs, religion

develope(' in the West by Western, mainly male
scholars. For this reason, the subject largely

ULTURE IS A
to

language, economy, polity, arts,

reflects Western institutions and the behaviour,

(music, folklore, dance,*etc.), and institutions of

beliefs, ideals and values of Western peoples,

society or group of people. For the purpose of
this article, I shall confine myself to one aspect,
economy, which consists of institutions that plan,
organise and undertake production, distribution,
consumption and financing; facilities that enable
those institutions to discharge the above
functions; factors of production; and goods and
services produced in a particular society.
In the economic sphere, as in other aspects of
culture, there are differences among various
peoples that inhabit the earth. Several differences
between the economy of western societies and
thceconomy ofnon-Western societies that inhabit

especially males.
On being introduced to the subject, not many
people in less developed countries would
recognise this fact because it is described as if it
is concerned with a common problem of how to

the so-called Third World have been noted

by
anthropologists. Among them, are differences

beings and their institutions, in the same way that
sociology, anthropology, political science and

organisation and behaviourof land, labour
capital markets; differences in money, trade,
exchange and other market institutions; and the

psychology do. However, more so than
sociology, anthropology, political science and
psychology, ec>.nomics is concerned with the
formulation of principles, in the same way that
physical and biological sciences are. But whereas
matter generally behaves the same way
irrespective of its location, the same is not true of
human beings. Thus, the principles of physical
and biological sciences are universal. Those of

a

in the

and

dominance of non-economic factors in resource

Polanyi, 1958).
Despite these and other differences, economics
is largely written and taught as if there is a
uniform world culture. One important exception
to this conventional approach is of course socialist
economics which has recently lost a good deal of
popularity because of the switch by Eastern
European economies from central planning to
allocation (Dalton, 1961;

market mechanisms.

The other is economic

anthropology which is largely concerned with
the economic life of

non-Western, non-literate,

pre-industrial, rural people. Indigenous
economics, which is less well-known, is another

exception. As a brand of economics, indigenous
economics has been defined as the study of the
economic behaviour of the indigenous people
and institutions of Africa, Asia, Latin America,
the Pacific, the Caribean and other regions

of the

world whose culture differs from Western or

(Chipeta, 1981) or as the study of
indigenous economies (Hill, 1970).
The aims of this article are to explain why,
despite a multiplicity of cultures in the world,
Eastern types

conventional economics

or

economics based

on

Western culture is

predominant; to state the case
for developing culturally-relevant economics; to
examine possible impediments to the
development of such economics; and to explore
how best to advance such economics.

Conventional Economics
As

36

a

branch of

learning, economics was first

allocate
uses

scarce resources

to

which have alternative

achieve competing

economic goals

(Robbins, 1962). Furthermore, it explains such
common

functions of economies

as

production,

distribution, exchange and consumption.
Another misleading aspect is the classification
“social science”.

Strictly speaking, this

means

that economics deals with the behaviourof human

economics and other social sciences

are not.

In referring to economics as a study of mankind,

Alfred Marshall, the famous neo-classical

economist, thought that he was formulating
economics for all human

beings (Marshall, 1890).

Little did he know that the models he

was

expounding had to do with the economic
behaviour and institutions of English people.
Similarly, in writing The General Theory of
Employment, Interest and Money. Keynes
believed that he had formulated a universally
applicable macroeconomic framework (Keynes,
1936). It took a long time to realise that his
framework was a special, not a general, case
(Seers, 1963)

Culturally Relevant Economics
The

case for constructing and studying
culturally relevant economics as put forward by
African scholars, too many to mention all here,
is the following; to impart relevant knowledge
and analytical skills for analysing African

economies; to transmit African cultures from

and

policy-oriented economics.
mainly through the infiuence
ofpast colonial domination. African educational
systems and curricula in varying degrees copy
educational practice, in Europe. Their schools
and universities use European and American
social science books, which explain the life-style
and ideals of foreign societies. Some secondary
school and university teachers are themselves
expatriates who believe that their way of life is
superior to that of the indigenous African peoples.
As a result, graduates of schools and institutions
of higher learning in these countries reject and
even hold in contempt indigenous customs, good
or bad (Songa, 1971).
If everybody copied and lived like Europeans
and Americans, who are emulated by many
trained and educated people, the rejection of
indigenous customs would not matter. If the
It is realised that,

economic and social institutions of theircountries
were

carbon

copies of European and American

institutions, again it would not matter. That there
is

among politicians and scholars is
ample evidence that not everything is equal.
There is thus a need for learning a new economic
philosophy that, among other things, should do
the following three things.
First, the new economic philosophy should
explain, in writing, indigenous institutions and
behaviour. ‘To explain” is to make something
clear and known, to give reason for or to state the
cause of. Only if this is done can one expect
indigenous culture to win respectability among
students and other indigenous people.
Second, the new economic philosophy should
justify indigenous institutions and behaviour.
“To justify” is to defend, to verify, or to
concern

substantiate. Unless the rationale for an institution
or

behaviour

norm

is

Third, the

new

one generation to another.
economic philosophy should

impart appropriate values and attitudes to students
by relating what is ideal and what is not ideal in
indigenous culture. An “ideal” is a standard of
perfection or excellence, deviation from which
is considered abnormal (Mboya, 1963).
The African case for studying and constructing
a new body of economic knowledge is similar to
the view put forward by certain anthropologists
that since in non-Western primitive Micieties,
man relies a great deal more on his natural and

generation to another; to i nculcate appropriate
values, beliefs and attitudes (Ghai, 1972); to

social environment

incorporate gender into economic analysis; and
improve the relevance of theoretical, empirical

is necessary

one

to

explained, it cannot be

expected to last from

for

provisioning his

household with

goods than in Western society, it
to develop new models that are

appropriate to his culture. Anthropologists who
Sapem December/January. 1995/96
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subscribe to this view are called substantivists.

Probably the best-known exponents of the
are Polanyi and Dalton,

women

make food coiitributions, prepare

In addition, it may

reference to whom has been made above. One

One,

argument that Polanyi uses is that theorganization

material benefit for

primitive communities is different
organization in the West. ■'Reciprocal
exchange and redistribution are rare in the West,
but common in primitive communities. Market
exchange is common to both types of economy,
but it is not carried on according to similar rules
or by similar institutional arrangements.
In advocating substativism, Dalton uses the
following arguments, among others.

In

of exchange in

There

•

are

no

labour and land markets in

primitive communities. Land markets are
indeed

But the

rare.

is not true of

same

labour markets.

They have only not been
identified because they are not Western in
character; e.g. beer-paid labour markets. To
the extent that they are non-Western, there is
a case for a new theory.
Economic and social phenomena are

•

interrelated in traditional societies, with noneconomic factors

dominating the economic.

Economic theory was constructed for market-

•

industrialized

Western,

integrated.

economies, where institutions that economise
exist and these

found in

are not

primitive

economies.
In

primitive economies there is no generalpurpose money; rather, there are several
spheres ofexchange, and money, trade, credit,

•

and market institutions

different from

are

economics

on

the other hand, does not expect a return

gifts to one’s wife.
making the food gifts just mentioned, it is

doubtful that

one

has free choice in the matter;

rather it is custom that

obliges one to transfer

them to one’s in-laws.

This, then, is not the

there make

because

sense

comparative studies.

For them, courses in
anthropology or Sociology are
culturally more relevant, while courses that are
universally relevant, such as quantitative
economic

picture of an economy where the individual has
free choice and society only regulates, as
Goodfellow thought. The individual and society
share in decision

making.
Finally, in this brief review, Goodfellow made
the point that people who work are rewarded
according to their contribution to output. He had
in mind people who work for beer, in particular.
It has now been verified that such labour is paid
on

courses

they explain their (Western) culture. For African
students, these courses only make good

and help in transporting it.
be required in cash or in kind.

substantivist school

from the

the

stuff co-operatively,

the basis of relative needs.

methods,

are more

courses

that are

Another is that often African universities shape
economics curricula and

syllabuses without
getting a feedback from the community at large.
Where consultations

are

held, these

are

with

officials of the

public sector or representatives of
the private business sector who emphasize their
own problems, ratherthan broad issues like local
relevance.
Until independence, in all former colonies
secondary school students used to sit for

examinations set

Some Constraints

useful than

culture-specific.

by examination bodies located

abroad. The same bodies determihed the syllabus

Although the appeal for cultural relevance in
infact been done

the economics is old, little has

change curricula, teaching, research and
publications to reflect that concern in Africa.
Apart from the use of foreign teachers,
researchers and foreign educational material,
to

lack of progress reflects a number of other factors.
One is training teachers and researchers in

foreign countries, whether financed by domestic
foreign scholarships. Education institutions
in America and Europe may have good reason
why students from these regions should follow
particular economics curricula. For them.

or

that

were

followed. Private candidates also sat

for examinations set abroad and

some are doing
countries, local
examination bodies have been set up. But the
syllabus have no cultural content. Similarly,
some colleges used to prepare their students for
examinations set by overseas universities to
which they were linked. Delinking from those

the

same

to this

day. In

some

universities has, however, not led to the
formulation of

syllabuses that

arc

friendly

towards local culture.

Lastly, there is the problem that parents,
community are not inclined

schools and the

those of the West.

anthropologists who hold an opposite
point are known as formalists. Among the
principal architects of the formalist school,
Those

view

which advocates the

economics in
is D.M.

of known Western

use

analysing indigenous economies,
After consulting

Goodfellow.

anthropological studies of several Bantu tribes
of Eastern and Southern Africa, he
conclusion that these tribesmen
the

use

of their

resources

came to

are

and that

the

careful in

they

are not

or indolent. Few people would dispute
these assertions for, like other societies, the

lazy

Bantu have scarce resources which must be

economised.
Where he erred
need for

was

in asserting that there

is

separate economics as there is no
difference between African and European
no

cultures.

a

Giving food to

an

in-law in Bantu

society is like a man in the West giving some of
his

earnings to his wife or children.

Goodfellow did not realise

was

What

that the African

who sends food to his brother-in-law does

so

strengthen his own marriage but that of
his sister. Furthermore, this Bantu practice
may involve whole villages, whereby several
not to

Sapem December/January, 1995/96
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lazy

or

indolent
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analysing non-Western economies; and
inadequate coverage of gender issues in
economics

The

courses.

case

for

making economics culturally
by African scholars

relevant has been advanced
and

politicians, and by anthropologists who

subscribe to the substantivist school. But despite
their

appeals, little has been done to advance
because of the use of foreign personnel
and educational material, training of academic
personnel in foreign educational institutions,
inadequate consultation between educational
authorities and the community, foreign
examinations, and inappropriate attitudes of
parents, school and the community.
Following the lead of economic anthropology
and indigenous economics, a body of knowledge
of economics that is culturally relevant can be
developed. But in itself this is not sufficient.
It is necessary that the right intellectual climate
is created by appropriate socialisation of pupils;
appropriate training in secondary and tertiary
educational institutions; and development of
suitable educational material, among other
things.
the

Are these institutions

towards

instilling attitudes that

towards African culture. There is

friendly
feeling that

are
a

civilisation is associated with cultures other than
African which

must

one

acquire and practise.

For example, to be religious is to join a Christian
denomination or to become Moslem, not to

practise African traditional religion. In social
studies, African culture is rarely taught. At
universities, only in sociology and anthropology
is African culture covered extensively.
Economists fee! that it is not their mission to

relate their

subject to African culture.

Towards

a

New Economic

Philosophy
Economic
economics

as

anthropology and indigenous
bodies of economic knowledge

have been built

on

the basis of local economic

behaviour, customs, beliefs, ideas and
institutions. Since the African economy is part
of African culture, a body of knowledge for

culturally relevant?
informants, sample surveys, museums and other
depositories of anthropological material.
In order to gain credibility, the new economic
philosophy should not merely describe the
economic

life of non-Western societies,

including African indigenous societies. Rather,
it should analyse their economic life, and do so
in a structured manner; using, wherever possible,
mathematical models.
At the

receiving end, creating the right
equally important. It is
incumbent upon those who manage education
to ensure that children are exposed to African
culture in both primary and secondary schools.
It is also incumbent upon those who run
intellectual climate is

universities that African culture is included in
the

ecynomics syllabuses and that those who

abroad for further training strike an
appropriate balance between courses that deal
with foreign culture and those that pay attention
are sent

to

African culture.

analysing that economy can be formulated on the
basis of the

same

of

associations, labour and other economic features.
The second iseconomic values, beliefs and ideals.

there are differences in mechanisms of resources

And the third is local economic institutions and

allocation and in how economies

rules.

those functions. The result in Africa and other

The first is local economic terms.

In every

society there are terms used for referring to
various types of credit markets, savings

Both economic

anthropology and indigenous

economics, whichemploy local terms and values
and which

explain local institutions, can serve as

So can personal
experiences and observations, African proverbs.
sources

38

of information.

non-Western

discharge

regions has been the inculcation
inappropriate values, beliefs and
attitudes; inability among scholars to transmit
their own cultures to future generations;
acquisition of irrelevant knowledge for

of alien,
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THE BACKLASH: A PATRIARCHAL

RESPONSE TO WOMYN’S
ACHIEVEMENTS
Patricia McFadden

T

HROUGHOUT THE known human
narrative, society has

moved from one

stage/phase to the next through a
push and pull process. Patriarchy, as
the dominant ideology in human organisation,
has, through its hegemonisation of human

dialectical

;

j (womyn), ideological and material resources,

I have also re-written the

meaning of woman/

One of the ‘achievements’ of the Nationalist

accept as unproblematical the collapse of our
identities into men (wo-man/wo-men). Womin

struggle was the re-instatement of the Black
male to the status of ‘head’ of everything — the

signifies the individual, and womyn signifies the

heterosexual family, political systems,economic

collective of

activities, social spaces,

womynhood.

1 want to look at the issue

of the backlash from

several observations 1 have made of Zimbabwe

patriarchy in often very critical ways. Foras long
as men have manipulated ideology and social
structures to privilege themselves, and evolved
social relationships of power which define males
in supremacist terms, womyn have reacted at
the personal level, and responded as a social

that this

Feminism is as Old as Patriarchy

region as a whole. We are all aware
region has been traumatised by colonial
settler regimes and global financial agencies
which brutal ly repressed and exploited Africans,
and continue to do so with the compliance of
male leaders and an emerging bourgeoisie that is
hungry and desperate to realise and consolidate
itself. And in the so-called late capitalist stage,
class realisation has become a nasty and coldand of the

blooded business.

that feminist
day invention, especially

Therefore, whilst it may seem
resistance is a modern
to those

who would maintain a male privileging

have engaged patriarchy
throughout its existence, and African womyn
have been in the lead rather than being the
exception. Internal to the very thrust of prestatus quo,

womyn

colonial African societies,

was

the contestation

between womyn and men, and the
present struggles are a continuation of this
battle. That is why, when a friend told me
recently that someone described me as a womin
who speaks of the Womyn’s Movement as
though we are going to war, 1 said, ‘thank you,
that is a compliment’ — because it is a war that
has raged for millennia, and for as long as men

over

treat

power

womynassecond-classcitizens,it will not

stop.
This notion that a war is

invention, by the way,

raging is not my

and in this article, 1 will

arguing that the backlash is a patriarchal
reaction/response to the changes that womyn
are making in our societies, in most cases with
the disapproval of men. 1 am using the terms
reaction/response in a parallel sense, to denote
the struggles that womyn engage in at the
be

personal/individual level and responsetodenote
the collective struggles of women. Both types
of struggles reinforce and support each other.
Sapem December/January,

1995/96

Womyn’s Movement in the region.

womin/womyn because we no longer

women to

continually generated reactions/responses, which
have impacted on the system and nature of

group.

for the

The Backlash in Historical

Perspective
From

a

feminist

perspective, therefore, the

backlash must be understood within a historical
context

which denied the B lack male his authority

and control
material

over

resources

both human (womyn) and
for at least three hundred

and physical access to
womyn’s bodies. This was the ‘promise of the
struggle’ — which has been realised for some
Black males, not all, and although the backlash
is generalised patriarchal reaction, men who
have not been as privileged by independence are
the ones exhibiting the most vicious backlash
behaviour.

The Backlash in the Public Domain
one of my richest sources
gendered human behaviour,

The street is as usual

of information
and 1 walk

or

on

drive around the streets of Harare,

watching and listening. It is frightening most
times. What people are describing as violence is
actually mixed reactions to persistent racial and
class privilege, social marginalisation from
childhood, and a rising tide of misogyny
particularly against Black womyn.
The otherday 1 was drawn into aconfrontation
with a taxi-driver, and afterthe incident, 1 realised

Although womyn continued to be ‘ruled’
by personal status laws (the traditions and cultural
systems which the white male deliberately
defined as ‘native business’), new spaces for
mobility, for a different.class identity, different
social relationships with heterosexual males,

just how serious the backlash is. Taxi-drivers in
Harare, and everywhere in the world, tend to be

and of course the sale of their labour, enabled

sometimes frightened by. A woman alone,
experiencing mobility without a male directing
her, is something that scares many men even if
they have not processed this emotion in their
conscious thinking. And so taxi-drivers and other
public transport workers tends to exhibit a
nastiness towards womyn which tells us that we
are not wanted in the public. Those who drive the

years.

womyn to take the struggle against African and
colonial patriarchy to a new phase and different
sites.

of womyn in the rural and urban
have varied, and may often appear to
be different. And they are bound to be so, as the
urban space is a newly created social arena,
dominated by males — both white and Black —
but still accessible to womyn who fled the rural
‘idiocy’ as Karl Marx put it, or who were born
into it. Rural womyn face greater constraints in
their battle against patriarchal injustices, and this
The struggles

areas

may

obvious in the current context. It will
require another article to discuss the implications
of this spatial, economic and class differentiation
is still very

males who have to take instructions from womyn.
We tell them where to go, we pay

for the services

they render, and we exhibit, in the public arena,
an independence which most men resent and are

omnibuses

are

well known for their sexist,

uncouth behaviour, and there seems to be a

especially towards
driving their own cars.
resentment

womyn

deep

who are

experienced, the taxi was
which seemed to take
to change from red to green. In the
of waiting, my mind wandered, and

In the incident 1

behind

me at a

forever
process

traffic light
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when the green arrow appeared, I was not
sufficiently alert for the man behind me, so,
instead of hitting his horn as most drivers do in

such cases, he drove around me and almost

caused

an

scream

abuses at me,

accident. When I reacted, he

began to
holding his hand out of the
window with his middle finger sticking up and
mouthing four-letter expletives, his face contorted
with hatred and a violence that was shocking. 1 of
course quickly gave back as much as 1 was
getting, and this screaming match continued
along the street for about two blocks.
Throughout this amazing spectacle,! vacillated
between feelings of righteous indignation and
flashes of fear. Does this sound familiar to

readers? On the

one

hand, 1 knew that whilst I

in my car and relatively safe, there was an
audience watching us — other drivers speeding
was

along the highway, so what could he do? But
when we got to the next set of lights, and he
continued to rant and
was a

real

of his

car

rave.

I realised that there

danger that this maniac could step out
and assault

me.

I had been assaulted

before

by a man whose sexual innuendos 1
rejected when I was a teenager. He had
chased me across the school grounds, and beat
me viciously with a stick, even though 1 tried to
flee as quickly as my young legs could carry me.
So as 1 sat in my car waiting for the light to
change, with this misogynist yelling insults at
once

had

me across

the lane. I re-lived the moments of

intense anger

and frustration 1 had felt almost

twenty years before.
One very interesting detail of this incident,
is that the Black taxi-driver had a white female

in the back-seat of his cab. And
throughout the fracas, she seemed rivetted by
the scene, shifting her amazed eyes back and
passenger

forth between its, as

though this had nothing to

do with her. Afterwards, I wondered if the

Black ‘brother’ was putting on a show for his
white ‘mistress’. Given the colonial tragedy
that

so many Black men carry in their psyche
viz white womyn, I would not be surprised if
this was part of his problem. 1 represented his

wounded manhood, and whom better to show

just how masculine he was than a white female
audience. The sickness of colonisation goes

deep, deep inside the African.
The Backlash is Everywhere
The backlash is very

real for all womyn, not
just for individual womin, and we experience
this all day long, in all sorts of places. Men who
glare at you because you appear unaccessible to
them
in the bank que, in a restaurant and on
the street. I am fascinated by the attitudes and
behaviour of young Black men who offer to
guard my car on the streets of the city. Often, 1
have to establish a ‘financial relationship’ with
these young men. before they recognise my
—
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right to parking space. In many instances, they
will offer the parking to whites, as though they
own the designated spaces. This of course leads
to a heated debate between myself and the
young man concerned, wherein I proceed to
remind him that this is Zimbabwe, not Rhodesia,
and that 1

was part of the long and difficult
struggle for the independence of this .country.
They usually look at me initially with arrogance,
but after a few minutes of being ‘talked to’, we
usually end up with a truce, and I become the
source of Z$2 to whoever guards my car.
The point I am making is that the streets are
not gender neutral spaces in this post-settler
colonial region. They are really the places of
constant confrontation and danger. The situation
in South Africa is a painful reminder that
independence does not guarantee safety and
peace for women. Recent reports of young
womyn being abducted on the campuses and
outside cinemas, to be gang-raped by men who
are out to

‘settle

a

score’ with the Black middle-

class,

speak to this brutality with frightening
urgency. The violation of women as a way of
expressing anger at a post-colonial male
dominated state is typically misogynist.
Womyn who

achieving, and particularly
who are perceived to be
privileged, come to represent the worst
consequences of unmet expectations in a Black
population that has been brutalised and degraded
for centuries. The bodies of young, middleclass womyn become the arenas of ‘war’ among
are

young womyn

males, and anyone who thinks that this
viciousness should not be treated as a war, is

The State as a Major Actor in the
Backlash Against Womyn.
African states tends to be among the most
reactionary states in the world, almost inevitably
aligned with those religious and fundamentalist
forces which seek to keep women bound hand
and foot by backward laws, traditions and
practices. Heads of states articulate the most
extra-ordinary statements about women’s rights,
to the extent that the line between their personal
lives and choices become the nationally imposed
dictates

on

everyone.

Kenyan women told of how President Daniel
Arap Moi said something to the effect that they
should leave all those silly ideas about equality
in China, because they would not be tolerated in
Kenya (it’s supposedly not part of African culture
to be democratic—sounds familiar!), and 1 could
bet that many other male presidents said as much
in their heads and to private audiences.
In recent times, we have witnessed a
intolerance

on

autonomous

the part of the state
activities of civil

growing
with the

society

organisations. Whilst on the one hand African
states, particularly in this region, are becoming
more

terribly mistaken, to say the least.

who

are behaving like idiotic proverbial
by burying their heads in patriarchal
backwardness, the world has changed since
the meetings in China, because that was a
historic event in terms of where we are going
to be tomorrow. And it is long past time for
men to accept the social responsibility of
transforming themselves and stop blocking
the progress of humankind through their
reactionary behaviour.
men

ostriches

and

more

amenable to the dictates and

Interestingly, anotherexpression of the backlash were the cynical statements which many
men made after the conference in Beijing
September 1995. I don’t suppose most men
realised that womyn were organising for the
biggest ever coming together of womynkind
ever known, and when they realised what was
happening, panic set in. It would have been
interesting to get into a few male heads, to see
what exactly was going on in there — the
confusion, the panic, the frustration and probably
the dis-belief that womyn could meet in such

policies of imperialist financial agencies like the
IMF and World Bank, on the other hand, they are
becoming increasingly repressive towards their
people, and women’s groups and organisations
have not been spared this backlash.
Additionally, the state seems to encourage the
incredible growth of right-wing, white-led,
religious fundamentalist groups, allowing them
to display their perverse messages of divine
salvation to the poor across the cities of this
region. They have access to heavily state-regulated
media, in particular the television, and we are
continuously bombarded with euro-centric beliefs
which I do not hear anyone describing as ‘foreign’.

fantastic numbers, in one of the most troubled

If that is not double-standards, then what is?

Post-Beijing Reactions

societies on the

globe, to express with great pride
right of womyn to be total
and equal citizens all our societies.
I heard womyn recount how they had been
jibed at with cynical remarks about Beijing, and
and confidence, the

heard several

men

make reference to what

happened in China

as though joking about it
would make women’s demands and struggles
vanish. For the record,

1

want to say

to those

In part two
as a

of this article (it did not start out

two-part article, but somehow these things

have

a

take

a

way of taking on a life of their own) 1 will
closer look at the role of culture and

traditions in

implementing the reactionary

policies

level of the state and
how the Womyn’s
responding to these

we see at both the
in the civil society, and
Movement

is

challenges).□
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POLICY FORMULATION IN AFRICA
Patrick O’Keefe

L

ET ME begin with a small introduction.
1 have run over 500 programmes and

projects in Africa. Many of these go

wrong — the policy framework is inappropriate
to the work 1 have to lead on the ground in Africa.

only endorse the sentiments of one
analysts who noted that “Development Policy is
not made in Africa but elsewhere”. That is why
I celebrate the creation of a SADC regional
faculty and student body that will address regional
And

so

1

can

and national bodies.

Let

me

offer you three

thoughts

three ‘S’
Three

—

words—success, security and superiority.
‘S’ words to remember.

Success
There is little celebration of Africa’s success.

policy formulation for Africa begins with
assumption that Africa is in never-ending
downward spiral to destitution and despair.
Piffle, poppycock and perciflage — as my old
history teacher used to say.
Most

the

Of all the five continents, Africa has had the
most

rapid movement to independence and

democratic rule.

Of

course,

there

are

post-

independence gliches, but many of these only
existed because super-powers needed African
states as proxies for their own purposes. Look
at the recent acceleration to multiparty
democracy when superpower rivalry ceased.
The Congress of Berlin, dividing Africa
according to the whims of imperial power, was
barely 1 lOyears. Fullindependenceasaprocess
is barely 35 years old. Independence from
superpower rivalry is just over 5 years old and
the end of apartheid occurred only a year ago.
What transformation

—

celebrate, and preserve

success and build policy upon
hard-earned and treasured freedom.
this

political

But also celebrate material success.
health

as

towards

Take

example. Since the movement
African Independence began, life
an

expectancy has i ncreased by

20 years per person.

Increasingly endemic and epidemic diseases
are
being tackled by African medical
professionals leading to a decline in morbidity
andmortalilty. And not just medicine—African

pilots, African film makers, African professors.
In designing and analysing policy, start from
Africa’s proven success for, in that success, lies
many reasons about how to travel the development
transition.

Security
Always remember that the North designed its
policy framework around national security issues.
At the present moment, the North seems to
Sai’BM Deckmber/January, 1995/96

contemplate abandoning security as a basis for
policy formulation assuming that the market
system will deliver effectively and efficiently.
Forexample, post-depression USA and post World
War II Europe based food security on farm subsidy.
This resulted in a distorted system where farmers
in the First World get three times the global
market price while farmers in the Third World get
one

third

—

a

difference of

some

600 per cent.

This huge structural difference allows First World

governments to abandon food security as the basis
of

agricultural production and instead to seek to
import tariff barriers to prohibit free

maintain

trade and defend the interests of First World
farmers.

Or take energy.

Much of the European Union’s
early policy focused on securing national energy
supplies and beyond that, on securing industries
reliant on large energy inputs such as steel making.
Having weathered the 1970s oil price rises and
having consciously moved to an emphasis on
energy efficiency, the First World rode the energy
market of the 1990s. Even the

Iraq war which saw

loss of some 12 per cent of global oi 1 production
had little impact on energy prices or use. In fact,

a

in the
In the
Third World, however, curreney devaluation
meant that imported energy cost larger amounts of
FOREX and disruption of imports created fuel

basic needs of the
all

security frameworks for policy making. At

present, the threat of global climate change from
enhanced

greenhouse gas emissions is driving
policy making. But is the
scientificevidence sufficiently transparent? Is the
economic costs of prevent! ve action known? And
much environmental

what would the African response

be?
point. To make policy work, to
ensure the security of an African viewpoint, you
have to build platforms of governance where
policy analysis is shared by all interested parties.
Policy without democratic agreement and
democratic implementation is like a kiss without
One final

a

cuddle. 1 will say no more.

Superiority
And

scarcity problems.
In Africa, all policy makers must know where
the market is but that is not the same as senselessly
following the market. First World economies
might wish to abandon farm support and disband
their energy ministries and departments. That is
not an option for Africa where food and fuel
balances show structural deficits

—

where the

the final ‘S’ which

now

brings three

exhortations;

regional faculty who in
have managed to initiate,
manage and produce this genuine post-graduae
opportunity.
b) Seize the chance—if theRhodes scholarship
was the
19th century opportunity, the

a)

Congratulate

your

less than

year

one

Harvard

at the

present moment, real energy prices
First World are the lowest for 35 years.

population have to be secured.

Of course, the First World has not abandoned

MBA

the

20th

century

opportunity; this post-graduate course is
Africa’s 21st century opportunity.
c) Challenge, challenge, challenge received
wisdom from academics, from men and
women

from all vested interests.

Go forward with forward vision; build Africa
2020. Success, security and earned superiority are
the

key for your policy development security as
the basis of agricultural production and instead
to seek to maintain

import tariff barriers to prohibit

free trade and defend the interests of First World

farmers.Q
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ARTS AND CULTURE IN THE CONTEXT
OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Ngugi wa Mirii
IKE ALL the other years,

1995 has
It was yet another
year which has left the African
peoples running on the same spot in terms

colour. The colonialists used culture

of

tool to

L

come

and gone.

development, shouldering the huge
contagious debt burden as usual.
Whal is ihe relationship between the debt
crisis and the development of culture? Often,
we

do not associate economics with Arts

and Culture, yet

the arts and culture are not
only part and parcel of the economic rhythm
and productivity of society, but they directly
constitute the corner-stone of any given
society. In Africa, before the advent of
cultural imperialism, culture was an integral
part of human existence. Artistic forms of
expression were created to depict and
comment on the day to day political,
economic and social

state

of affairs in the

society. This way, ideas, beliefs and values
were

stored and transmitted from

generation

generation. This also meant that the artist
played the role of a politician, economist,
to

educationist and

an

entertainer.

In the current conjuncture,
to

it is imperative

resituatc the role of culture and arts to

their

rightful place especially in the context
of the debt crisis afflicting the region. The
link between the economic growth and debt
crisis of tbe African society today is crucial
since it has

now

become

a

tradition

to

relegate the role ol tbe arts and culture to
mere entertainment as well as ranking culture
and cultural workers at the lowest strata of
societal

hierarchy. The tendency to separate

Arts and cultural manifestation from the

of economic and political
development within the region has not only
weakened economic development, but also
marginalized the affected peoples.And by
so doing, this has undermined the cultural
development of the majority of this region.
processes

In all the Southern African

Development
Community (SADC) countries, the budget
for cultural promotion and development is
the
42

least

before and

after

political

independence. This is not an accident, but a
design aimed at economically and culturally
marginalizing and silencing the people of
as a

economically dominate the black
people and has continued to use media and
culture to ensure this continuity.
Although the African elite succeeded in
aequiring high standards of apemanship of
the Western culture, it totally failed to adopt
the skills and tactics ofemploying culture to
propel economic growth for itself and its
peoples’ benefit. This means that the elite
and the African leadership became automated
robots of Western cultural interests which

negates the development of African economic
and cultural power base. The neo-colonial
elite should have learnt from their imperial
masters

about the power

of culture in

achieving political, social and economic
control of a society. Instead, the African
leaders are petrified by their own people’s
culture. As a result, they have adopted their
colonial masters’ cultural imperialism to
suppress arts and culture in their respective
societies.This is clearly demonstrated by the
foreign cultural programmes that are
disseminated through the mass media
uninhibited within the SADC region. Hence,
they have divorced the promotion of Arts and
culture from other aspects of economic
development, even when negotiating loans
and grants and introducing the so called
Economic
Structural
Adjustment
Programmes cultural promotion and
development is not considered.Yefcultural
industry is one those industries which does
not require a great deal of resources from

and

explains why Zimbabwe and other

SADC countries have resorted

to

the culture

debt virus which is
their peoples potential for

away
economic and cultural

development.
Looking at the debt crisis within the region
and its impact on the development of Arts

the extent

to

which

As at the end of 1993, the total debt of the
SADC region amounted to US $38,628 billion.

Although figures for the pericxl 1994/5 are not
available, weean safely assume that the figures
have continued

to

escalate.

According to the World Bank reports, by
1994, all developing countries were estimated
have owed

to

two

Trillion US dollars. This

implies total cultural and economic
enslavement by the North. If on average, the
debt is paid at 10% per annum interest, the
total repayment is US $200 Billion annually
on

interest alone.

Sub-Saharan Africa had

a

debt of US $210

billion

by 1994. This is about 100% of the
Sub- Sabaran countries’ GNP put together. If
we were to estimate
again that the average
interest rate is at 10% per annum, it would
US $21 Billion in interest.The

amount to

following tableshows the debt for each SADC
member country by the end of December
1993.
THE SADC DEBT CRISIS

COUNTRY

ust

Angola

9.655 Billion

Tanzania

7,522 Billion

Zambia

6.788 Billion

Mozambique

5,263 Billion

Zimbabwe

4,168 Billion

Maiawi

1.821 Billion

Mauntius

1,000 Billion

Lesotho

512 Million

Swaziland

of acquiring a contagious

eating

one can see

enslavement of the region and the continent
as a whole.

outside.

This

Culture,

the debt virus bas culminated into total

South Africa's

225 Million

Figures unavailable- No W/Bank

debt as yet.

Namibia’s
as

Figures unavailable- No W/bank debt

yet.

Source; World Bank book 1994/5: World Debt
Tables- External Finance for

Devoping Countries
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The economic

capability in the region to

repay the debt is tenuous in that the estimated
GNP as at the end of 1994 was US $^4,516

debt of US $210
billion. This means that if the region was to
repay back the principal debt without
Billion

compared to

a

This type of cultural enslavement is made

perpetuated by civil and so
called tribal and ethnic clashes which

worse or

are

either inspired by the squalid

conditions

or

living

by the imperialist forces.

interest, it would not feed, house or do

anything else for a year. Everything we
produce including all utilities would have to
go to the servicing of the debt. What
implication does this have on type of
education, health provision, general standard
of living and the culture within the region?
As we have seen, the tendency is such that
the leaders have succumbed to political and
economic pressure from the west resulting
in endless borrowing. This means that our
unborn generations shall inherit economic
enslavement.
Economic

Bondage

This economic bondage comes in the
form ofthe so cal led economic development
assistance. In fact, the funds are said to be

borrowed for various

long and short
developmental programmes for the common
people. The problem arises since those
projects and programmes are not conceived
neither by the African leadership nor by the
people who should benefit from the said
development programmes. Above all, the
said development projects are not designed
to create viable long-term development
activities that would benefit the borrowing
country in terms of employment, production
of goods and generation of income.
If
anything, most of these loans facilitate the
marketing and or dumping of manufactured
goods from Europe and United States of
America.

example, the IMF and W/Bank
development programmes are often
designed in Europe and America. In Kenya
for example, Bura Irrigation project which
was funded by W/bank failed to deliver the
For

promised development and profits
thereafter. Yet, the Kenyan people are still
paying back not only the principal debt, but
also interest.

Zimbabwe’s GNP in 1993 wasUS$5,313
billion and the repayment was 415 million
dollars alone. About 8% of the GNP went
into the repayment of debts, while 4% of the
GNP was used to service interest on the

outstanding debt. In 1993 therefore, 12% of
Sapem December/January, 1995/96

Struggling against the culture of
enslavement.

Development brings freedom, provided
it is development ofpeople. But people
cannot be developed; they can only develop themselves. For while it is possible
for an outsider to build a person’s house,
an outsider cannot give the person pride
and self-confidence in themselves as human beings. Those things people have to
create in themselves by their own actions. They develop themselves by what
they do; they develop themselves by
making their own decisions, by increasing their own knowledge and ability and
by their own full participation — as
equals — in the life of the community
they live in... People develop themselves
by joining in free discussion of a new
venture, and participating in the subsequent decision; they are not being developed ifthey are herded like animals into
the new ventures. Development ofpeople
can, in fact,
only be effected by the
people.
Nyerere’s interpretation of development
is an understanding of a people’s cultural
development whereby, the process of
creating wealth is an integral part of life.
Thus, the lack of peoples’ participation in
their own development has enhanced the
culture of economic enslavement within the

1980, Zimbabwe’s debt

region. It has further given rise to culture of
poverty, crime, prostitution, dehumanization
and dependency.
This type of cultural
enslavement is made worse or perpetuated
by civil and so called tribal and ethnic
clashes which are either inspired by the
squalid living conditions or by the imperialist

Million

forces.

than sixfold to US

$4,168 Billion while the
GNP remained at 1980’s level (US $5313
Billion). What does this mean in terms of

such

economic social and cultural

artistic

GNP went to service Zimbabwe’s debt.

This is

a

lot of money

for a poor country I ike

Zimbabwe.

HowpoororrichisZimbabwetoday? By
was US $786
against a GNP of US $5281 Billion.
By 1993, the debt had increased by more

It

development?

the

majority of the Zimbabweans
have become poorer six times since
independence. With such a desolate
economic growth, can the Zimbabwean
people resist cultural domination by
imperialism and how?
This process of planning development
means

with borrowed money

for and on behalf of
people negates the scientific process of
human development.
In 1973, Nyerere
stated that:

The region
wars

in

is currently recuperating from
Mozambique, Angola, South

Africa as well

as

from direct colonial rule in

South Africa and Namibia. What form of

creativity would be inspired by such
political and cultural

economic,

environment?

The

arts

and cultural

manifestations

inevitably reflects the history
of sorrow and struggle against the cultural
domination and mourning forever, instead
of reflecting a vibrant culture of economic
growth and productivity.
Impact of Foreign Funding
It is against this cultural background that
we

have

seen

of the SADC

the unstated cultural

region. In practice,

policies
have

we
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different governments within the region
failing to provide any funds for cultural
promotion and development. Some
governments have a tendency of creating
different ministries of culture without setting
aside any significant budget to operate with.
For example, Zimbabwe has had a
department of culture under one ministry or
another at any one time, but with very little
funds mainly for paying untrained cultural
seen

officers. There also exists
Council

of Zimbabwe

a

National Arts
whose

main

responsibility has been to promote and
develop arts and culture, but again, with a
budget of less than a million Zimbabwean
dollars annually.
The funding of arts and cultural
activities has not only been divorced
from

the

main

stream

of economic

development of the region, but has also
been left at the mercy of charitable donor
agencies. The elite and the political
leadership has left the pivotal aspect of
human development to the foreigners.
As if this is not enough, the artist has to
prove beyond reasonable doubt to the
would be donor that his artistic

creativity

ie, music, poetry, theatre, film, sculptor,
visual

and literature, has

something
family planning, HIV/AIDS
education and other development related
activities in order to qualify for funding.
This is not only a way of confining the
artists in a straight jacket but also killing
the creativity of the artist.
The tendency to over emphasize content
at the expense of the art and cultural
expression has resulted in the plucking of
the critical eyes of the artist. He/she has
become compromised.
Very good
examples are the number of films which
have been produced in Zimbabwe. For
example, Neria which I would say was in
large measure funded for its content rather
than for its cultural pespective. And even if
to

it

arts

do with

was

for the cultural aspect,

I would still

think that the purpose was to exploit the
Shona culture in communicating a

prepackaged message rather than to
promote and develop it.
In a recent address entitled Unwinding
The African Dream on African Ground:
(Audiences and the Critical Appreciation
of African Cinema) in London, Dr.
Tafataona Mahoso stated that:
44

Are

they robots of western cultural interests?

there is a vicious sort of self-fulfilling
prophecy which perpetuates itself and
goes like this; There is no money except
in 'Development' fdms; so let us make
more of them. Zimbabwean film is not
very

artistic

or

entertaining (because it

is driven and diluted

by the need for
'Development' messages) therefore we
must rely on foreign films for art and
entertainment while

restricting our cin'Development' messages.
As in film, the same argument applies in
performing arts. In community theatre for
instance, training of artists has to revolve
around training and creating family planning
and AIDS education plays.
In music,
ema to

musicians have been left
restaurant and

beer outlet

at

the mercy

of

owners.

The SADC Music Festival

Inspite of this grotesque image of our
African cultural situation, there is a
unfathomable level of artistic

creativity
region. This was recently
displayed by SADC musicians who
congregated in Harare, Zimbabwe for the
within the

First SADC Music Festival 1995. However,
the festival was bedeviled by allegations of

mismanagement, misappropriation of
funds, poor selection of participating artists
among others.
It is understood that the SADC cultural

Secretariat

responsible for the
conception and the brain behind the
festival. The Secretariat approved all the
policy decisions pertaining to the selection
of the participating artists, duration and
venues

was

of the

festival.

While the

participating musicians displayed the
talents and richness of SADC culture

through their songs and dances, it was sad
to note that very few people managed to
watch the historic performances. The worst
of course was the inability of the Zimbabwe
Broadcasting Corporation’s (ZBC) failure
to

record the entire music festival for

posterity and distribution within and
without the region.
In addition, the venues provided for the
festival were inappropriate as they
excluded the majority of people from the
festivities. The organizers also uprooted
both the local and the visiting artists from
the communities (which they normally
perform for while in their respective SADC
member countries) and planted them at
Harare Conference Centre and 7 Arts

scorning the SADC cultural agenda which
aims to integrate the majority of the SADC
peoples culturally.
Since most of the SADC musicians live

the ordinary people (povo), their
performances could have been organized
among
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usual

at

entertain

where

youth. In Europe, virtually every soccer
club has an average of three African players.

Gwanzura Stadium in

This is

they normally
people. Places like Mushandira
venues

Pamwe Hotel

or

Highfields, Stodart Hall in Mbare,
Magamba Hall in Warren Park, etc'should
have been used. The failure to take the

SADC Music FestivaJ to Bulawayo,
Zimbabwe’s second largest city, was not
a crime in the eyes of the artists, but
reduced the festival to a local cavort to say
the least. Furthermore, Chitungwiza being

only

only 24km from Harare and the third largest
city in the country, should have been
included in the programme of venues. The
SADC Secretariat can never be forgiven for
making such disastrous decisions which
undermined

an

aimed

otherwise brilliant cultural

only bringing artists
together, but the people of the region to
build SADC through music.
event

at not

form of cultural

drainage which
compliments the African brain drain into
a

the Euro-American
A

case of the failure
African intellectuals and the elite

of the
can

be

clearly illustrated by the way lawyers,
judges and magistrates over the years have
deliberately passed and executed laws in
the name of justice. Being custodians of
law, the latter can be ranked among others
the learned few.

Through the Ministry of Legal and
Parliamentary Affairs, Law societies,
private practice companies, chambers and
courts in Zimbabwe and the region as a

benefitted

solidarity

so

nor

the

built the

badly needed between the

government and the artists. The festival
also fell short of linking the local
musicians

and

the

other

SADC

participating musicians.
Instead,
grumbling and bickering persisted
throughout the Festival. For example,
through the organization and management
of the festival, one would have expected
the Zimbabwe Union of Musicians which

today is
benefit
With

weak and without offices to
immensely.
very
a

little contribution from the

SADC governments, the funding of the
SADC Music Festival was in the main
from

European Union and Norad. Here
was a situation where donor funding
apparently without strings attached failed
to achieve neither short-nor long-term
goals. This is but just one example of the
cultural sterility of the African elite.

how

of oppression

We

note

concomitant

with

growth is

the

economic

development of any country or if you like
cultural expression and manifestations
reflect the economic growth of any given
society. Therefore, it follows that if a
society is bedeviled by financial
indebtedness to another society, the arts
and culture of that society will inevitably
be creatively crippled by the debt burden.
Finally, the examples of Africa’s
economic and cultural exploitation by the
North

are

in

documented all

exhaustible
over

For instance,

in

the

and

are

globe.

1993, the West

displayed lack of commitment and failure
in redressing war-torn situations which
they create in support of puppet regimes
in Africa. A perfect example is the case of
Somalia where the United Nations (UN)

example is the failure of
African elite to recognize and support the
sports and recreation as an industry they
could invest in order

relevant and

States, Canada and Saudi Arabia who

appropriate entertainment thereby tapping
the talent and energy among the African

reaped huge profits through the provision

Yet another

to create
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of:

can

that

in

artists market their artistic work

under very difficult
Firstly, we have found
that the majority of African peoples
constituting the target market of the
created art are de-franchised for they lack
circumstances?

the means

to

livelihood. The little incomes

they generate through their meagre wages
cannot cover

that cultural

was reported by Los Angeles Times as
having spent more than US$300 million
(Z$2 billion) within period of six months
on its own forces and profit seeking
contractors. Those mentioned as profiteers
were mainly business people from United

The African Elite

further noted

created albeit

actually perpetuate the culture

oppressive.

neither

Times

laws that

Festival

Zimbabwean musicians

The

Mogadishu,the capital city of Somalia,
the UN never installed electricity, sewage
pipes or telephones for use by the general
population. This shows that Africa
remains a play ground for both the
international agencies and governments
as they generate profits under the
guise of
contributing to social change and
development.
Given this type of cultural backdrop,

whole, administer out-of-date inhuman

Zimbabwe’s sporting facilities
upgraded to international standards which
will benefit sports women and men
throughout the country, the SADC Music

Unlike the All Africa Games which left

headquarters in Mogadishuanda US$2
million-a-month helicopter taxi service
to ferry UN personnel across a city still
unsafe for travel by land.

metropolis.

specific

and economic exploitation
of Black people.
Whom do think is
responsible for changing these laws?
Any reasonable judge and lawyer
administering defective oppressive
law(s) is equally inhuman and

the

US$6,50 Million fast-food pizzas, a
US$9 million sewer system for the UN

the

the basic necessities with

increasing prices exacerbated by
the Economic Structural Adjustment
programmes. Secondly, the cultural outlets
are predominantly foreign oriented. For
instance, all film houses screen mainly
foreign films. Most SADC countries do
ever

not have

theatres that

African performing

are

accessible to

theatre artists. In view

of the referred constraints, the

artists

are

SADC

frustrated with brilliant artistic

produce which they

are

unable to dispose

off.
The commercialization of Arts and

Culture therefore, calls for

indigenization
production as opposed to
the current trends of mortgaging the SADC
peoples and their economies to the IMF,
of the

means

of

World Bank and the North.

The

legacy and wisdom of the late Chief
can explain
further the future and the predicament of

A. J. Luthuli of South Africa

the African culture:

The

length ofthe term ofslavery depends
largely on the oppressed themselves and
not the oppressor. We have the key to
freedom not the oppressor. It all depends
on how much we
sacrifice ourselves for
freedom. We determine the pace not the
oppressor. O
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SARIPS/SAPES RESEARCH

PROSPECTS FOR TRADE CREATION AND
TRADE DIVERSION IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
Chinyamata Chipeta
N IMPORTANT

A

aim of economic

integration in Southern Africa is to
expand trade among member countries.

Expansion in intra-regional trade will occur as a
result of trade creation
a shift in the geographic
source of imports from higher-cost to lower-cost
—

member countries
diversion —

a

—

and

shift in the

as a

source

result of trade
of imports from

lower-cost non-member countries to

higher-cost
imply a
reduction in prices which willresult in an increase
in quantities of goods purchased and consumed,
so welfare will improve. The latter will imply an
increase in prices which will result in a reduction
in quantities of goods purchased and consumed,
The former will

member countries.

welfare will decline.

so

welfare

gain) will depend

The net outcome (net

on

whether it is trade

creation or trade diversion that i s goi ng to dominate

the process of economic integration.
Trade creation and trade diversion

can occur

under any

form of economic integration, whether
preferential trade area where member
countries reduce tariff barriers to intra-regional
it is

a

trade, but each maintains its own external tariff; or
a free trade area where member countries eliminate
tariff barriers to
maintains its

intra-regional trade, but each

own

union where not

external tariff; or a customs

only

are

internal tariff barriers

eliminated, but all member countries adopt a
common external tariff. However, the degree of
trade creation and diversion will be

larger the
higher the form of economic integration. In other
words, trade creation and diversion will be larger
under

a

customs union than under

other forms of economic

each of the

integration mentioned

above.

The extent of trade creation and diversion will

depend on the initial levels of tariff and non-tariff
barriers to intra-regional trade. It is forthis reason
that one major objective of this research is to
investigate the implications of tariff and non-tariff
barriers for the potential maximisation of trade
creation and minimisation of trade diversion as a
consequence of economic integration in Southern
Africa. The other main objective, which follows
from the first, is to recommend ways
tariff and other policy measures can be

in which

modified

promote intra-regional trade.

to

In pursuit of these objectives, the research attempts
the

following null hypotheses:
existing tarijf and non-tariffbarriers will
not lead to maximisation of trade creation in
Southern Africa and that existing tariff and
non-tariffbarriers will not lead to minimisation
of trade diversion in Southern Africa.
The theory of economic integration predicts
that freer regional trade will be trade-creating if

to test

that

46

the

following conditions are satisfied. First, prior
integration, the tariff and non-tariff barriers
(NTBs) of non-member countries should be high.
In this situation, it is assumed that exports of
members to countries outside the region are

to

restricted. Member countries

are

therefore led

into

trading among themselves, but that trade is
restricted by barriers. The freeing of this trade
from barriers will induce a shift in production
from higher-cost to lower-cost member states.
Secondly, prior to integration, the tariff and
non-tariff barriers of member countries should

similarly be high. If, initially, they were lower, the
gains from trade would be lower as well. A
lowering of formerly high barriers will stimulate
regional trade and tend to induce a shift in
production from higher-cost to lower-cost member
countries.

Thirdly, prior to integration, extra-regional trade
should be low. This

means

that, after integration,

there will be little trade to divert, but a lot to create
within the region.

Fourthly, after integration, tariff and non-tariff
barriers to extra-union trade should be low. In this

situation, imports from outside the union will
offer competition to regional products with the
result that

regional production should shift from
higher-cost to lower-cost producers.
Then, there are two structural factors that must
be satisfied.

The first is that member countries

should be

geographically close. Geographical
proximity helps to lower transaction costs, especially
transport and communication costs. The second is
that member states must have complementary
production structures so as to facilitate regional
specialisation and trade (OECD, 1993).
In the context of Southern Africa, prior to
integration, are tariff and non-tariff barriers of
non-member countries high, are tariff and nontariff barriers of member countries high and is
extra-regional trade low? After the community is
formed,

are

union trade

tariff and non-tariff barriers to extralikely to be low? Furthermore, are

While to assess the relative efficiency of
production structures and the degree of
competitiveness or complementarity. Domestic
Resource Cost ratios have been examined. Again,
these were avai lable for a number of countries and
industries in the

this research, the conditions for maximisation of

trade creation and minimisation of trade diversion

fully satisfied with regard to tariff and nonThey are not
fully met with regard to tariff and non-tariffbarriers
of non-member states which are quite low with
respect to certain products; extra-regional trade
which is significantly high; extra-union tariff and
non-tariff barriers which may not be low after
integration; geographical proximity which applies
to some, but not to all member states, this being
compounded by high inland transport costs; and
with regard to production structures which are
partly complementary and partly competitive.
The null hypothesis that tariff and non-tariff
are

tariff barriers of member states only.

barriers will not lead to maximisation of trade
creation is

accordingly accepted. But the null
hypothesis that tariff and non-tariff barriers will
lead to minimisation of trade diversion is rejected.
The study concludes by arguing that although
the scope for maximising trade creation and
minimisingtradediversionislimited,intra-regional
trade can be expanded significantly if, within
Southern Africa, taxes on imports: import duties,
sales taxes, surtax, surcharges and value added tax,
were

reduced; and if a common external tariff that

did not

completely stifle competition from foreign
products were devised. The study also stresses the
point that intra-regional trade can be expanded
through a reduction in non-tariff barriers. These
include

a

limited and

accorded by tariff and non-tariff barriers.

This has

been done

by examining Effective Rates of
Protection (ERPs) as recommended in the concept
paper (Mhone, 1993). The relevant ERPs were
estimated by other researchers for Malawi, South
Africa, Zimbabwe and Zambia (ADB, 1993;
World Bank, 1987; and Jansen, 1983). ERPs
estimated for other member countries of the S ADC
and non-members have also been used.

an

undiversified

production

base; shortage of foreign exchange; paucity of

intra-regional trade finance and investment capital;
inconvertibi lity of regional currencies; absence of
uniformity in regional standards and specifications
for products; and high inland transport costs.

member countries

geographically close and do
they have complementary production structures?
These issues form the focus of the study.
Among other things, this study has been
accomplished by assessing the extent ofprotection

region.
investigations carried out in

On the basis of the
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S A RIPS ACTIVITIES
SAFES SEMINAR SERIES

The US in Southern Africa
Honourable Howard E. Wolpe,

former

US Congressman forthe state of Michigan
was

the guest

Public

speaker during the Sarips

Policy Dialogue Series held on

December 7, 1995. His talk focused on
the role of the US in Africa with

specific

reference to Southern Africa.

presentation reviewed the impact
war politics on the US foreign
policy formulation and went on further to
discuss how this was supposed to be
representative of its national interests, in
his discussion, Hon Wolpe noted that a
The

of cold

number of mistakes had been made in the

foreign policy implementation because
analysts did not understand

the concerned
the

objective conditions pertaining to

Africa.
He elaborated

on

the nature of internal

struggles that he personally engaged in to
influence the US position. For Africa, he
cited the anti-Apartheid lobby as a good
example of progressive politics. At this
moment, he also briefly reviewed writings
by influential policy makers such as
Chester Crocker, highlighting the
limitations of their work when it came to
the African

reality. Whilst this sounded

absurd, Hon Wolpe emphasized that

controlled
to the extent that the US public hardly
knew what was going on in territories as

objective analysis became

close

as

so

Cuba.

The discussion and analysis raised very
interesting debate, and it turned out that
Hon. Wolpe entertained seriously all
contributions, copiously taking notes on
issues like the military base in Botswana

and related

concerns

that he did not have
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details

SARIPS MASTERS

on.

Most African academics present

raised
concern over what they conceptualized as
US militarism which does not make
when

one

STUDIES

sense

is made to believe that Africa is

of any

strategic value to the Western
powers. They cited the disastrous
experience of the US in Somalia and argued
not

DEGREE IN POLICY

further that the US is full of academic
institutes

which

had

survived

on

maintaining imperial and jaundiced
perspectives when it came to studies on the
third world in general, and Africa in
particular. Hon Wolpe noted that the
domestic terrain of US politics is still uneven
and emphasized that the election of
President Clinton signified a desire for
change. The same contradictions and

convulsions will be experienced similarly
in educational institutions.Q

The SARIPS Masters

Degree in Policy

Studies(MPS), a programme which brings

together more than 20 students (see above
picture) from Eastern and Southern Africa
will be hosting an inaugural policy
seminar when teaching begins in January
1996.
The official

launching of the teaching

programme scheduled for 8 January, 1996
will be followed by an inaugural seminar

organized arohnd a general theme Policy
Making for Reconstruction and
Development in Southern Africa on 9
January. The seminar which will be chaired
by Prof S. Moyo, the SARIPS Director of
47

Studies, is expected to host the following speakers:

SAFES
SEMINAR SERIES CLUB
We

Dr. Ritcher,

(Development Bank of Southern Africa) -S/rafegic
Management and Reconstruction in South Africa.
Dr. R. Cassim,(Univ. of Cape Town) - National Trade Policy
and Regional Cooperation.

inviting you to join the SAFES Seminar
Series club whose Membership fee stands at Z$250
are

per year. Benefits will include free access to a series
of high-level, wide-ranging debates in the vein pf the

and
Dr. I.
;

highly successful Policy Dialogue seminars which are
held at S APES every month. Other benefits of
membership will include a free copy of all
publications emanating from these seminars, plus a .
copy of Southern Africa Political and Economic
Monthly (SAPEM)magazim.
We are developing a hospitality centre where you
will be able to socialise and brainstorm with resource

persons of various

-

Politics and Regional Policy

Please note that the seminar is scheduled to be held from ()9(X)hrs
to 1 lOOhrs at the SAPES trust regional head office located at 4
Deary Avenue, Belgravia, Harare. The sem i nar wi 11 be attended
by the MPS staff on site, SARIPS staff, a team of experts from
DBS A, University of Zimbabwe staff. Government ol Zimbabwe
officials, donor organizations, NGO staff, multi-lateral agencies

officials and MPS students.Q

NEWS FROM THE LDC

backgrounds after every seminar.
The SAPES Library and Documentation Center (LDC)

Please contact:
Dr. Ibbo

Mandaza,

The Executive Director of SAPES/SARIPS
for further details

on

Tel. 72787Sf790815
or

Mandaza,(SAPES Trust)

Making.

call at No. 4 Deary Avenue

Belgravia

recently recruited two senior staff members, Bright
Nkata And Tendai Manzvanzvike from Malawi and
Zimbabwe

respectively. This will enable the LDC to
cope with the added challenges emanating from the
MPS programme commencing in January 1996. It is
hoped that the LDC will continue to interact with
students on internships from local institutes of higher
education, thereby contributing to the human resources
development programmes of the region.□

CONFERENCE SERVICES
Are you

having problems in convening ; your
sub-region?
SAFES Trust regional head office organises
conferences, workshops and seminars in any country
of the sub-region on a commercial basis. We charge
a commission fee of 15 percent of total cost.
Direct all your enquiries to;
conference in the

The Administrator
4

Deary Avenue, Belgravia
Regional Office

SAPES Trust

P.O. Box MP Illy Mt Pleasant

Harare, Zimbabwe
Tel: 263-4-727875
Fax: 263-4-732735
Telex: 26464 AAPS ZW

Prof. Moyo (second from right) and students during the
MPS orientation week
48
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